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Abstract 
 
Reflection seismology is widely used to map the subsurface geological structure of 
the Earth. Seismic multiples can contaminate seismic data and are therefore due to be 
removed. For seismic multiple attenuation, wave-equation based methods are proved 
to be effective in most cases, which involve two aspects: multiple prediction and 
multiple subtraction. Targets of both aspects are to develop and apply a fully data-
driven algorithm for multiple prediction, and a robust technique for multiple 
subtraction. Based on many schemes developed by others regarding to the targets, this 
thesis addresses and tackles the problems of wave-equation based seismic multiple 
attenuation by several approaches.  
First, the issue of multiple attenuation in land seismic data is discussed. Multiple 
Prediction through Inversion (MPTI) method is expanded to be applied in the post-
stack domain and in the CMP domain to handle the land data with low S/N ratio, 
irregular geometry and missing traces. A running smooth filter and an adaptive 
threshold K-NN (nearest neighbours) filter are proposed to help to employ MPTI on 
land data in the shot domain.  
Secondly, the result of multiple attenuation depends much upon the effectiveness 
of the adaptive subtraction. The expanded multi-channel matching (EMCM) filter is 
proved to be effective. In this thesis, several strategies are discussed to improve the 
result of EMCM. Among them, to model and subtract the multiples according to their 
orders is proved to be practical in enhancing the effect of EMCM, and a masking filter 
is adopted to preserve the energy of primaries. Moreover, an iterative application of 
EMCM is proposed to give the optimized result. 
Thirdly, with the limitation of current 3D seismic acquisition geometries, the 
sampling in the crossline direction is sparse. This seriously affects the application of 
the 3D multiple attenuation. To tackle the problem, a new approach which applies a 
trajectory stacking Radon transform along with the energy spectrum is proposed in 
this thesis. It can replace the time-consuming time-domain sparse inversion with 
similar effectiveness and much higher efficiency. 
Parallel computing is discussed in the thesis so as to enhance the efficiency of 
the strategies. The Message-Passing Interface (MPI) environment is implemented in 
most of the algorithms mentioned above and greatly improves the efficiency.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
Seismic data are widely adopted for the interpretation of subsurface geological 
structures or the measurement of subsurface physical properties, and they are usually 
contaminated by a large number of different noise sources. Among them, seismic 
multiples are the most complex and hardest to remove, hence some careful and 
specific treatments are required in the processing workflow. This thesis addresses the 
problems and the corresponding wave-equation based multiple attenuation strategies, 
so as to attenuate the multiples thoroughly and preserve the integrity of the signal as 
well as possible. 
 
1.1 Multiples and multiple attenuation   
The earth is composed of a series of layers, and inside each layer the elastic 
wavelet travels at different velocity. The product of the velocity and density through a 
layer is called the seismic impedance. The impedance difference between adjacent 
layers produces the reflections on a seismic trace. In theory, the recorded seismic trace 
is the convolution between the reflections and the source wavelet. Both the geological 
structure and physical properties of the subsurface can be well interpreted with proper 
processing on the seismic traces.  
The difference in impedance may also cause reflections of the up-going wave to 
bounce back downwards, and this generates multiples. ‘Multiples’ are defined as the 
seismic events (energy) that have been reflected or scattered more than once in the 
subsurface (Sheriff, 1991). Theoretically, multiples may be generated by any reflector. 
In practice however, most multiple problems in seismic processing are caused by 
some simple multiples which consist of (1) a straightforward double bounce off the 
surface, appearing at twice the two-way time of the primary event; (2) the water 
bottom peg legs, where the up-going wave reflects off the surface before being 
reflected back off the sea floor (Figure 1.1). In the categories of the multiples, those 
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with at least one reflection at the earth’s surface are termed ‘surface-related’ multiples 
(Figure 1.2a, b, c);  and those with all reflections occurring underneath the 
subsurface are called ‘inter-bed’ multiples (Figure 1.2d).  
Multiple reflections can also be classified into two categories according to the 
reverberation time (period length): long and short period multiples. The multiples are 
defined as short period multiples when the repeating interval or reverberation time of 
the multiples is of the same magnitude as the duration of the initiating pulse (source 
wavelet). The short period multiples will not be addressed in this thesis, as predictive 
deconvolution is proved to be efficient in attenuating the energy of short period 
multiples. Consequently, the term ‘multiple’ in this thesis will be restricted to long 
period surface-related multiples where the reverberation time is many times longer 
than the source wavelet. 
The up-going wave is sometimes reflected off the water surface for more than 
once due to the high reflectivity of the sea floor, and hence produces multiples with 
higher orders. The order of multiples is defined according to the times that the wave is 
bounced back. If the downward reflection occurs twice, we call the multiple events 
the second order multiples. Figure 1.3 shows a shot gather with very strong water 
bottom peg-leg multiples, consisting of four orders of multiples as pointed out by red 
arrows.  
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Figure 1.1 Travel paths of different seismic events in marine data acquisition: travel 
paths of (1) direct wave (green), (2) primary reflections (black), (3) primary 
refractions (blue), and (4) multiple reflections (red).  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 1.2 Basic types of long period multiples for marine data: (a) water bottom 
multiples, (b) water bottom peg-leg multiples, (c) free surface multiples, (d) inter-bed 
multiples (not discussed in the thesis). 
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Figure 1.3 Sample shot gather of a marine dataset, which includes all the components 
mentioned in Figure 1.1: travel paths of (1) direct wave (green), (2) primary 
reflections (black), (3) primary refractions (blue), and (4) multiple reflections (red). 
 
In many, if not all, seismic data, energy generated by multiple-reflection 
contaminates primary reflections, and reduces both the spatial resolution and the 
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of the data. Furthermore, multiples can also hamper the 
accuracy and utility of many analyses, e.g. depth-migration velocity-model building 
or AVO analysis. All these often lead to the increase of uncertainty and risks when 
seismic data is used to guide production and development. It is therefore important to 
remove the multiples effectively from the recorded data without affecting the 
amplitudes of the primary reflections. Figure 1.4 shows two seismic sections. The first 
(Figure 1.4a) has not received multiple attenuation while the second (Figure 1.4b) has. 
Before multiple attenuation, the seismic section displays a confused mixture of 
multiple and primary reflections with conflicting dips, making the geology difficult to 
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discern, while after multiple attenuation, the primary reflection response is clearly 
visible. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 1.4 Stacked section of a marine seismic dataset: (a) without multiple 
attenuation, (b) with multiple attenuation. 
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The attenuation of multiple reflections in seismic data has been of high priority 
in both industry and academic communities for a long time. Many partial solutions are 
capable to tackle the problem under certain circumstances. However, no method, or 
group of methods, can work in all cases. That is why multiple contamination is still 
the dominating problem that plagues S/N ratio and resolution in many cases. This is 
particularly true for surface-related multiples on marine data and inter-bed multiples 
on all data, and this is also the motivation of the research. Several aspects have been 
investigated and a few new approaches are proposed regarding to the issue in this 
thesis. 
1.2 Outline of the thesis 
    Chapter2 Literature review and pre-processing procedures. In the long 
research history, many strategies have been introduced to tackle the multiple problem 
under different circumstances. These approaches are based on different physical 
principles and proved to be successful to some extent. All the work in this thesis is 
based on the previous contributions. I will, in the first place, give a brief review of 
those methods, so as to clarify where my work has started with.  
The seismic data processing is a long flowchart consisting of a series of 
procedures, among which the multiple attenuation is an important one. Some 
pre-processing procedures are vital for the success of multiple attenuation, which I 
will discuss in Chapter 2.  
Chapter3 Multiple attenuation for land seismic data. We need strategies that 
can handle more complex land seismic data as the application of surface-related 
multiple attenuation (SMA) in land data is still limited by the approximation of a 
low-relief earth. In Chapter 3, I will first expand the multiple prediction through 
inversion (MPTI) theory to post-stack and CMP domain, and then adopt the 
pattern-based multiple adaptive subtraction method on the MPTI strategy in 
post-stack domain. I will thereafter present two strategies to enhance the S/N ratio in 
shot gathers: the running smooth method and the adaptive threshold K-nearest 
neighbours (KNN) filter. The running smooth method is efficient and can handle data 
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with medium complex structures, while the adaptive threshold KNN filter is more 
suitable to both suppress the random noises and meanwhile preserve the complex 
events. Finally, I will compare the two approaches so as to prove the theoretical 
analysis.  
Chapter 4 Improving the adaptive subtraction. All the conventional adaptive 
subtraction methods assume that the total energy in the seismic data is minimized 
after multiple removal. However, this assumption cannot hold because the remaining 
primary energy will never be zero. Therefore, the adaptive subtraction should not be a 
least-squares approach but a constrained least-squares approach. The pattern-based 
adaptive subtraction strategies employ the pattern of primaries as the constraint to 
tackle this problem. Although theoretically perfect, the patterns of primaries and 
multiples in pre-stack data are too similar to distinguish in practice. Thereby, the 
pattern-based approach does not work successfully in most cases.  
In chapter 4, I, inspired by the pattern techniques, employ the non-linear 
masking filter in order to meet the requirement of the least-squares subtraction. To 
further improve the expanded multi-channel matching (EMCM) filter, I proposed an 
iterative implementation of EMCM. I also come to the conclusion based on some 
experiments that the parameters can also help to tackle the minimum energy 
assumption if they are well adopted according to the datasets. In the chapter, I will 
discuss the best way to choose parameters so as to achieve the optimum multiple 
attenuation results.  
In practice, it is common to cover different order multiples in one window 
during the adaptive subtraction. This will reduce the effect of the matching filter 
because different order multiples normally have different properties such as amplitude 
and phase. To solve this problem, I will propose a new strategy to model and subtract 
the different order multiples separately in chapter 4. The mixed order multiples can 
then be avoided and the adaptive subtraction robust. 
I will show the improvements in multiple attenuation by both synthetic and real 
marine datasets through a combination of these three strategies.  
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Chapter 5 3D seismic multiple prediction. The 3D data processing has 
become the main trend in the industry along with the development of seismic data 
acquisition techniques. 3D surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) is also 
proved to be powerful in some geologically complex area. The 3D marine data are not 
sufficient for the 3D SRME scheme due to the limitation of marine acquisition. Most 
approaches seek to solve the problem by interpolation which will dramatically 
increase the data volume, and correspondingly the computing expenses. In chapter 5, I 
will follow the idea of Van Dedem and Verchuur (2005) to apply 3D surface-related 
multiple prediction (SRMP) without interpolation. Instead of applying sparse 
inversion in the generalized Radon transform, I will propose a fast time domain 
semblance-threshold trajectory-stacking method to improve the efficiency of Radon 
transform. Moreover, I will introduce a much more sufficient energy spectrum 
approach to locate the required reflection apexes’ positions. The scheme is tested by a 
sail-line with 8 streamers and proved to be effective.  
Chapter 6 Parallel computing. The wave-equation based multiple attenuation, 
especially the step of multiple modelling, is computationally very expensive. In my 
research, I employ a Beowulf cluster with a MPI environment to enhance the 
efficiency. In chapter 6, I will briefly review the application of clusters and MPI 
environment, and also discuss the parallel computing algorithms for seismic data 
processing adopted in my research.  
Chapter 7 Conclusions and perspectives. At the end of the thesis, I will come 
to some conclusions of my research work and provide some suggestions and hints for 
future research on multiple attenuation. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature review and pre-processing 
procedures 
 
The first publications on seismic multiple problems appeared in 1948 (Dix, 1948; 
Gutenberg and Fu, 1948; Hansen and Johnson, 1948; Waterman, 1948; Burg et al., 
1951). The issue has been a hot and tough topic in the seismic exploration research 
both in the academic communities and the industry ever since. Many different 
methodologies have been developed based on different characteristics of the multiples 
in the history of the multiple attenuation research. In summary, multiple attenuation 
methods can be briefly classified into three categories:  
(1) methods which rely on the natural periodicity of multiples or use a transform to 
introduce periodicity into the data; 
(2) methods that discriminate primaries and multiples according to some specific 
features or properties; 
(3) methods which predict and then subtract the multiple reflections from input 
seismic data with wave-equation theories.  
 
2.1 Predictive deconvolution 
The seismic signals are modified by the natural filtering while propagating 
through the earth. Deconvolution is the attempt to undo the filtering effect of the earth. 
It has two basic effects: broadening the frequency bandwidth and attenuating 
multiples. Several categories of deconvolution are available, among which the 
minimum phase predictive deconvolution is widely applied for multiple attenuation. 
Much work has been done in this research area (Kunetz and Fourman, 1968; 
Silverman and Sparks, 1965; Peacock and Treitel, 1969; Sinton et al., 1978; Taylor et 
al., 1979; Morley and Claerbout, 1983; Gibson and Larner, 1984; Taner et al., 1995), 
since the Weiner prediction techniques were first introduced by Robinson (1957). 
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Widely accepted and understood by geophysicists, this method has become a standard 
routine in the seismic processing industry.  
Figure 2.1 The principle of predictive deconvolution. 
 
Deconvolution assumes that the reflection series are white (i.e. random), and 
therefore some predictable (i.e. non-random) events, such as multiples, may be 
attenuated by the prediction filer. Furthermore, several other assumptions including 
the minimum phase unit impulse response and the stationary output (i.e. time 
invariant) are adopted apart from this one. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, prediction 
deconvolution reduces the wavelet length to the prediction lag instead of a spike. In 
practice, predictive deconvolution in either the t-x or tau-p domain will attenuate 
multiples based on the auto-correlation, which is the input for predicting future events. 
The predictive lag of the auto-correlation is untouched, and the operator length of the 
auto-correlation following the predictive lag is reduced to nil (Figure 2.1). In this 
approach, the multiple events must be periodic within an operator length and 
meanwhile, the primary events should not be periodic. In the t-x domain, the 
periodicity is constant only at zero offset. The data will gradually lose the periodicity 
along with the increase of the offsets or the number of reflections, and this will impact 
the effects of predictive deconvolution. In the tau-p domain however, the periodicity 
is well preserved because the periodicity is constant for any given p trace, thus leading 
to a relatively better multiple attenuation result. 
In addition to the periodicity problems discussed above, the prediction filter for 
both methods is required to cover the primary event and its corresponding first-order 
  
Autocorrelation before deconvolution 
Autocorrelation after deconvolution 
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surface-related multiple event. This limits the methods to be applied only on the data 
with relatively short period multiples. Otherwise, the autocorrelation will be affected 
by the window size and no longer applicable (Taner et al., 1995). 
Predictive deconvolution has been widely applied in the industry for a long time, 
and it has been proved to be very successful in removing short period multiples. 
Compared with the t-x domain, applications in the tau-p domain are more likely to 
succeed. 
 
2.2 The FK and Radon transform based multiple attenuation 
methods 
As for the second category of multiple attenuation methods, the characteristic 
most commonly adopted for discrimination is based on the different stacking 
velocities between primary and multiple events. As Figure 2.2 shows, an event 
generally arrives at similar overall times as deeper primary reflections when it has 
multiple reflections between shallow layers, such as the water and water bottom layer 
for marine data, thus appearing to be travelling at slower velocities. It is therefore 
possible to discriminate between the primary and the multiple reflections according to 
velocity. Figure 2.3 shows the separation between primary and multiple velocities. In 
Figure 2.3a, the multiples are all under-corrected because of their low velocities if we 
correct the gather with the primary velocity. On the contrary, the multiples are flat or 
under-corrected and all the primaries are over-corrected (Figure 2.3b) if the gather is 
corrected by the multiple velocity. Thereby, the primaries and multiples can be 
separated according to their dip differences. A group of filtering methods are 
proposed based on this fact, including the FK method, Radon transform and their 
variations.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.2 (a) Ray-paths of the primary and surface-related multiple events, (b) the 
appearance of the primary and multiple events in a shot gather 
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.   
(a)                         (b) 
Figure 2.3 The NMO result of a shot gather (a) with the primary velocity, (b) with the 
multiple velocity. 
 
The two-dimensional Fourier domain, frequency-wave number or f-k, is a useful 
tool for dip-oriented noise attenuation (e.g. the direct arrival and the ground roll). 
Smith (1958) and Embree et al. (1963) first suggested adopting the f-k transform to 
eliminate the multiples, as events with different dips can be discriminated. In their 
approach, the de-multiple step is carried out after the NMO correction with the 
multiple velocity, which can also be replaced by a velocity between 85% and 95% of 
the primary one. The primaries will have negative wave-numbers if we transfer the 
NMO corrected gather (Figure 2.3b) into the f-k domain. This is due to the fact that 
they are overcorrected and have negative dip, whereas the multiples will have positive 
wave-numbers. Consequently, the multiples will be attenuated if the energy with 
positive wave-numbers is eliminated. The gather will then be transformed back to the 
t-x domain to produce the multiple-free data.  
The f-k de-multiple method appears insufficient for the near offsets to separate 
multiples and primaries because of the similarity of the dips. Spatial aliasing could be 
another problem for the far offsets if the residual moveout of the multiples goes 
beyond the Nyquist Frequency and the aliased energy enters the range of primary 
Primaries 
Multiples 
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(Yilmaz, 1987). Furthermore, the f-k transform scheme requires regular increments of 
offset within the input gathers. 
The tau-p filter is an alternative two-dimensional filtering process to f-k, by 
which data is grouped according to a linear slope value (milliseconds per trace). Its 
extension, Radon filter, stacks the data on common parabolic or hyperbolic slopes 
instead of simple linear one. In the Radon transform, the parabolic functions are 
adoptable to model the multiple events in the NMO corrected CMP gather (Hampson, 
1986), and a better separation of the primary and multiple events can be achieved in 
the transform domain with these more accurate parabolic functions to match the 
moveout. Therefore, the Radon transform is employed to decompose the input data 
into zero-offset time and zero-offset curvature spectra. Events with different curvature 
(for example, primary and multiple events, Figure 2.3a, b) are more easily identified 
and removed in this domain than in the conventional t-x or f-k domains. The data can 
then be reconstructed from the transform with a limited move-out range to give a 
model of the data containing only this curvature.  
Radon de-multiple method is one of the primary usages of this technique. It 
generally consists of three stages: decomposition, modelling and subtraction. This 
scheme usually decomposes data (i.e. both primaries and multiples) into parabolas as 
this allows the method to operate in the frequency domain. It models the multiples by 
muting in the Radon domain, and then subtracts the resulting model from the original 
data. Both the modelling and subtraction are generally performed with least squares 
algorithms in the frequency domain. The Radon de-multiple method performs well 
with the correct primary velocity and adequate move-out differences between the 
primaries and multiples.  
Figure 2.4 shows how the Radon de-multiple method works. The input data 
should have an appropriate NMO correction applied to prepare the data for the 
analysis / processing (Figure 2.4a). The input CMP gather consists of the primary 
events (flatten) and the multiple events (approximately parabolic) after NMO 
correction. In the transform domain (Figure 2.4b), the primary events are gathering at 
the line where p is equal to zero, while the p values of the multiple events are positive. 
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Hence, the events are well separated according to their curvatures, and the multiple 
events are then muted (Figure 2.4d) before the gather are transformed back to the t-x 
domain. Figure 2.4c shows that the multiples have been well attenuated.  
 
(a)                               (b) 
 
(c)                               (d) 
Figure 2.4 The application of the Radon Multiple attenuation: (a) input NMO 
corrected CMP gather, (b) the input gather after Radon transform, (c) the multiple 
attenuation result in the t-x domain, (d) the multiple attenuation result in the tau-p 
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domain. For (a) and (c), the vertical axis is time (s) and horizontal axis is offset (m), 
and for (b) and (d), the vertical axis is Tau (s) and the horizontal axis is p (ms/m).  
 
The Radon de-multiple method can be used to attenuate multiples close to the 
primaries (especially those on the near traces) as it effectively removes parabola 
rather than simple dips. Moreover, it is more flexible than the f-k one because the user 
exerts full control over the ranges transformed and subtracted. 
All these filtering methods assume that the stacking velocities increase with 
depth, but this is not always valid. For example, shallow high velocity carbonates may 
cause an interval velocity inversion which usually decreases the differences in 
stacking velocities between primary and multiple reflections along the depth. 
Therefore, it may result in no velocity difference or multiples with higher stacking 
velocities than the primary events that they overlay. Methods based on velocity 
discrimination normally fail when differences between primary and multiple 
velocities are not big enough (Kneib and Bardan, 1997).  
Moreover, we need to known the accurate velocities of the primary events. 
Given the ambiguity of picking velocities on multiple affected data, seismic 
processors are at the real risk of either removing primary energy or incompletely 
removing the multiples. These techniques are consequently often unable to preserve 
the amplitude of the primary reflections.  
 
2.3 The wave-equation based multiple modelling methods 
Another group of successful algorithms are based on the fact that the multiples 
are predictable through modelling with the acoustic wave equation. These techniques, 
well-known as the surface-related multiple attenuation (SMA), are proved to be 
effective and widely implemented in seismic data processing. All the chapters in this 
thesis are related to the methodology and I will, therefore, give a relatively detailed 
review of the strategy. The SMA methods are defined as a two-step procedure which 
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includes the multiple modelling and the adaptive subtraction. I will review them 
separately in the following sections. 
It is Anstey and Newman (1966) who first realized that a trace convolving with 
itself contains only multiple information. Based on this fact, the SMA methods adopt 
convolution techniques to predict the multiples with only the existence of data itself. 
They assume that a seismic response is a convolution of the Earth’s impulse response 
with a seismic source wavelet, and the foundation of the technique is the spatial 
auto-convolution. 
In the spatial auto-convolution, the bounce of a wavefront at the free surface can 
be viewed as coming from a delayed source. The two bounces of the wavefront will 
be recorded as two primaries in the dataset if the shot and receiver spacing are equal 
in a survey and the data are recorded in a split spread fashion with near offset/zero 
offset traces. The trace recorded with the shot at A (Figure 2.5) and receiver at B 
convolving the trace recorded with the shot at B and receiver at C will then predict the 
multiple at the correct time on the trace recorded with the shot at A and the receiver at 
C. This is the simple but powerful principle on which SMA is based. Every 
surface-predictable multiple, no matter how complicated its ray path is, consists of 
segments which are primary events from a surface perspective (Dragoset and Jericevic, 
1998). 
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Figure 2.5 The principle of spatial convolution.  
A group of traces are necessary in the SMA approach to predict the multiples in 
one trace. In practice, it is not possible to individually allocate the required traces to 
build the multiple model for a particular trace. This problem is solved by convolving 
all traces common to a particular surface location, and then combining them with the 
Kirchhoff integral to produce the ultimate prediction trace. This is the wave-equation 
consistent solution adopted both by Verschuur (1991) and by Dragoset and Jericevic 
(1998). In particular, Dragoset and Jericevic (1998) clearly explained the derivation of 
SMA based on the Kirchhoff integral which is a mathematical statement of Huygens’s 
Principle. 
 
2.3.1 The surface-related multiple elimination (SRME) method 
Verchuur et al. (1992) derived the SRME scheme for the single-component data 
assuming that only longitudinal (P) waves are measured. In the method, a 2D seismic 
line with fixed spread of N receivers are considered. The first shot is located at the 
first receiver position and moved along the receivers with the same spatial interval as 
the receivers. N shot records are produced at the end, as can be seen in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6 The indices of data matrix used in SRME. The shot records are Fourier 
transformed to the frequency domain, and then sorted to monochromatic shot records 
with each frequency component stored in a column of the monochromatic data matrix. 
(Verchuur et al., 1992) 
 
The data are transformed to the f-x domain after Fourier transform, and 
separated to N monochromatic common-shot gathers with N complex samples for 
each frequency. Following Berkhout (1982), the data matrix is defined by storing 
monochromatic shot records into the columns of the matrix for this particular 
frequency. Such a data matrix describes the total 2D seismic data for one frequency 
component and can be constructed for every frequency component. With the notation 
taken from Berkhout (1982), matrices are indicated with bold capitals e.g. D , and a 
row of the matrix contains a shot record (or a wave field) and a column contains the 
seismic response for all source positions for one frequency. By this means, we get 
matrices of N dimensions with the zero offset data on the main diagonal and the 
common midpoint data on the anti-diagonals for 2D seismic data., Spatial 
convolutions in the t-x domain can be described by f-x domain matrix multiplications 
with this discretized notation. In practice, the defined square matrices might be only 
partly filled with data (i.e., a band matrix) due the limit of acquisition. 
With the notation discussed before, the upgoing seismic wavefield P at the 
surface can be formulated as: 
                 1+= XSP ,                         (2.1) 
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where 1+S  is the matrix containing the downgoing source signature and X is the 
subsurface response matrix for a non-reflecting surface. The response matrix includes 
all primary reflections and internal multiples.  
With a free surface, however, all upgoing waves will be bounced back from the 
surface and transform to downgoing waves. Therefore, the total downgoing wavefield 
consists of not only the illuminating source 1+S , but also the downward reflected 
upgoing wavefiled (including multiples), DR 1− . As a result, equation (2.1) should be 
modified to 
                  ][ 11 DRSXD −+ += ,                      (2.2) 
where D  is the total upgoing wavefield at the surface, and 1−R  stands for the 
reflectivity matrix of the free surface. Derived from equation (2.2),  
111][ +−−−= XSXRID ,                      (2.3) 
equation (2.3) is the explicit expression for the total upgoing wavefield including 
surface-related multiples. If we expand the matrix inversion to a series, we can get 
131211 ]}{}{}{[ +−−− ++++= XSXRXRXRID L .         (2.4) 
Comparing with equation (2.1), we can find that the extra terms in equation (2.4) 
are all surface-related multiples.  
If the surface is pressure-free, e.g. the marine case, the reflectivity matrix 1−R  
can be simplified to: 
IR 0
1 r=− .                        (2.5) 
Ideally, the scalar 10 −=r . The simplification treats the reflection matrix as a unit 
matrix, which requires that both sources and receivers are regularly positioned during 
the acquisition.   
With equation (2.5), we can simplify equation (2.3) to: 
11
0 ][
+−−= XSXID r ,                      (2.6) 
and by further expanding the inversion matrix into a series, we can get: 
122
00 ][
++++= XSXXID Lrr .                 (2.7) 
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Note that the matrix X  consists of every reflection that happens in the subsurface, 
including elastic and even anisotropic effects and absorption (Verchuur et al., 1992). 
We still need to assume that only P-waves are recorded at the surface and that the 
reflection coefficient 0r  can represent the surface reflectivity. Both assumptions hold 
well for marine data. 
To remove the multiples from the data D , equation (2.2) can be inverted to get 
an explicit expression for X : 
                       111 ][ −−+ += DRSDX .                    (2.8) 
If we define X  as the response of the subsurface with surface-related multiples 
included, then equation (2.3) becomes 1+= XSD , and thus the following formula can 
be derived from equation (2.8):  
11 ][ −−+= XRIXX .                        (2.9) 
For equation (2.9), a straightforward inversion may produce instable results when 
strong multiples exist. Expanding the inverse matrix in equation (2.9) to the following 
series can help to understand it: 
]}{}{[ 31211 L+−+−= −−− XRXRXRIXX .              (2.10) 
The inverse term in equation (2.9) results in infinite expansion terms in equation 
(2.10). With strong multiple reflections, the series expansion converges rather slowly, 
and therefore direct inversion in equation (2.9) is unstable. Verchuur et al. (1992) 
indicated that using a limited number of terms in equation (2.10) could stabilize the 
inversion. The number depends on the highest-order surface-related multiples present 
in the data, because each additional term taken into account in equation (2.10) results 
in eliminating surface-related multiples of one order higher. 
Using equation (2.5), equation (2.10) becomes:  
L+−+−= 43032020 XXXXX rrr .                (2.11) 
As can be seen from equation (2.10) and (2.11), no model of the subsurface is 
required in this scheme. Only the seismic data after deconvolution for the source 
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signature, i.e. X , and the free surface reflectivity properties, the scalar 0r , are used. In 
fact, the data itself is used as the multiple prediction operator as the data contains all 
necessary information. 
Due to the structure of the complex matrices used in SRME, a group of shot 
records are needed to eliminate the multiples in one shot record, and the matrix 
multiplication describe spatial and temporal 2D convolutions of the data with itself. 
With the theory discussed above, the most popular SRME scheme was proposed 
by Berkhout and Verschuur (1997), who rewrote the SRME scheme of Verschuur et 
al. (1992) as an iterative procedure: 
           (2.12) 
 
In this equation the primary output is updated with a multiple removal step. The series 
expansion will be retrieved again when the iterative procedure is started with 
DP == )0(n  and several iterations are carried out. The matrix D  is the raw input data, 
and P  stands for the upgoing wavefield for all shot records without multiples. The 
involved surface operator A  is defined as: 
1
0
1 −−= CRSA ,                        (2.13) 
where S  and C  describe the source and receiver properties, and 0R  contains the 
upward surface reflectivity. 
The source signature plays an important role in the procedure. Verschuur and 
Berkhout (1997) suggested the adoption of long global matching filters to take care of 
the source signature. Ziolkowski et al. (1999) proposed to measure the marine seismic 
wavefield for a precise source signature.  
 
2.3.2 The multiple prediction through inversion method  
The multiple prediction through inversion (MPTI) concept proposed by Wang 
(2004) is a fully data-driven concept of multiple-model building for surface-related 
multiple attenuation. It generates the multiple model for a new iteration by updating 
ADPDP )()1( nn −=+
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the multiple wavefield initially attenuated from the original dataset. It can be 
formulated as: 
           )1()(~ −= nn TMM ,                        (2.14) 
where )1( −nM  is the multiple wavefield attenuated in the ( 1−n )th iteration, )(~ nM  is 
the multiple model for the n th iteration, and T  is an updating operator as used in 
any other iterative, linear inverse problem. For the first iteration, the multiple model 
can be obtained by a spatial convolution the same as the SMA method or by any other 
multiple prediction scheme.  
Assuming that the multiple wavefield )1( −nM  is not the final multiple and needs 
to be updated further, the demultiple result )1( −nP  needs to be updated as  
          )1()1( −− −= nn PDM ,                           (2.15) 
where D  is the original input data. The updating step length and direction from 
)1( −nP  to )(nP  can be approximated using those from )2( −nP  to )1( −nP . Therefore, the 
updating operator T  is expressed as  
 1)2()1( ][ −−−= nn PPT .                        (2.16) 
Combining equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16), the following MPTI formula can be 
obtained (Wang, 2004):  
)(][~ 1121)( )(n)(n)(nn −−−− −= PDPPM ,                 (2.17) 
for 2≥n . Note that )(~ nM  with “~” indicates the multiple model M~  is an 
approximation, distinguished from M  without “~”, the attenuated multiple 
wave-field. The multiple model is then subtracted from the original data. 
The multiple model is then subtracted from the original data matrix: 
            )()( ~ nn MΛDP −= ,                       (2.18) 
where Λ  is a shaping operator and )()( ~ nn MΛM =  is the attenuated multiple 
wavefield after the nth iteration. Multiple subtraction (2.18) may be performed 
adaptively in the time–space domain, in which the spatial-variant operator Λ  is 
implemented by localized adaptation (trace by trace, for example) in the subtraction 
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phase. Because Λ  is a frequency-dependent matrix, it is also time variant in the time 
domain.  
The MPTI formula [equation (2.17)] can also be derived from the same equation 
used in a conventional SMA method. In the derivation shown in the next section, the 
surface operator A  is estimated approximately and implicitly using the original data 
set P  and the de-multiple results of two iterations. Its dependency on P  can be 
understood physically in that the original data set P  contains not only information 
about the subsurface structure but also all of the information that constitutes the 
surface operator. Such a relationship between A  and P  may well justify our 
attempt to take account of the nonstationarity of the surface operator in the new SMA 
scheme.  
The MPTI formula [equation (2.17)] may also be derived from the equation used 
in conventional SMA (Berkhout, 1982; Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997). This equation 
is expressed as  
PPAID 1][ −−= ,                     (2.19)  
where I is the identity matrix and P  is the primary response. If both P  and the 
surface operator A  are known, equation (2.19) can be used to model the seismic 
record D  that consists of primary and multiple reflections recorded at the acquisition 
surface. In this forward modeling procedure, the primary response P  acts as a 
subsurface model whose components are medium structure, reflectivity, raypath etc., 
and 1][ −−PAI  is the operator to predict the seismic response, including all 
surface-related multiples.  
Multiple attenuation means retrieving the primary response P  from equation 
(2.19) through inversion. However, because we do not have any knowledge about the 
surface operator A , the fundamental problem faced in conventional SMA is that two 
unknown variables, A  and P , are within one basic equation. This problem is the 
motivation for the derivation of the new MPTI scheme.  
Equation (2.19) can be rewritten as 
 PADDP −= ,                     (2.20)  
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which indicates the exact multiple wave-field is given by  
PADM ≡ .                       (2.21)  
An iterative procedure is adopted by rewriting equation (2.20) as  
          DAΛPDP )1()1()( −−−= nnn ,                  (2.22) 
where  
DAPM )1()1()(~ −−= nnn                     (2.23) 
is the multiple-model prediction in the nth iteration and Λ  is the undetermined 
shaping operator given in equation (2.18).  
The surface operator )1( −nA  in equation (2.22) is derived as follows. First, 
following Berkhout and Verschuur (1997), equation (2.20) is rewritten as  
            DAPDP )()1()( nnn −−= ,                  (2.24) 
to improve the accuracy of 0P  through iteration, if the surface operator A  is 
supplied. Then )(nA  is derived explicitly as  
1)(1)1()( )(][ −−− −= DPDPA nnn .               (2.25) 
Substituting )1( −nA  for the (n−1)th iteration in equation (2.22), we finally 
obtain the following expression:  
 [ ] ( ))1(1)2()1()( −−−− −−= nnnn PDPΛPDP  ,           (2.26) 
This is the key equation in the MPTI scheme; it clearly indicates that, in the 
two-step SMA procedure, the multiple model )(~ nM  [equation (2.16)] is predicted by 
the multiple wavefield after the previous iteration )1()1( −− −= nn PDM  and is adjusted 
by the operator 1)2()1( ][ −−−= nn PPT . 
Comparing the MPTI with the conventional SMA method, we can observe two 
differences. First, the new multiple model is not predicted by spatial convolution but 
built by updating an actually attenuated multiple wave-field. Secondly, the new 
multiple prediction approach eliminates the requirement for an explicit surface 
operator A .  
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2.3.3 3D surface-related multiple prediction (SRMP) 
One of the assumptions of 2D SMA is that the geological structures in the 
exploration area are 2D, i.e. no dips exist in the crossline direction. The assumption 
cannot hold in most cases, and this is where the term ‘3D effect’ comes from. Figure 
2.6 indicates the generation of a 3D multiple reflection, where both inline and 
crossline traces are involved in the prediction. 
 
Figure 2.7 The multiple reflections in 3D geometry. 
 
The 3D surface related multiple prediction (SRMP) can be directly expanded 
from the 2D case as the principle remains the same. In the frequency domain, it can be 
described with the formula (Van Dedem, 2005) for each frequency componentω : 
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where the predicted multiple trace is ),,,,( ωssrr yxyxM , while ),( ss yx  and ),( rr yx  
are the shot and receiver position of an input trace respectively.   
The summation of equation (2.27) can be divided into two steps. The first step is 
the summation in the inline direction, just like the 2D SMA approach: 
∑=
kx
kkxyky yxMyM ),,(),( ωω ,                (2.28) 
and the second step is the summation in the cross-line direction: 
∑=
ky
kyssrr yMyxyxM ),(),,,,( ωω .             (2.29) 
As mentioned above, wave-equation based multiple attenuation techniques 
require one shot location for each receiver position. This is not realistic for most 3D 
acquisition geometries because 3D datasets normally have certain limits such as 
inadequacies in crossline sampling, limited aperture of the recorded data and 
irregularities in the acquisition geometry. Multiple contributions can only be 
calculated for the few crossline coordinates, at which source lines (approximately) 
coincide with receiver lines, because of the sparse crossline sampling of sources. Not 
only are the crossline multiple contributions sparsely sampled, the crossline aperture 
is also limited. The crossline Fresnel summation for 3D SRMP cannot be applied due 
to the introduction of severe aliasing effects combined with the limited aperture edge 
effects (Fresnel zones outside the measured aperture). 
Currently mainly two kinds of methodologies are proposed to tackle the 
problems. One solution is to apply interpolation on the input data so as to create the 
missing streamers and shot lines for the required convolution process (Duijndam et al., 
1999; Hindriks and Duijndam, 2000; Maston et al., 2004; Baumstein et al., 2005; Xu 
et al., 2005). Interpolation, though a simple solution for the inadequately sampled 
crosslines, adds considerable expense to the prediction process as the volume of data 
is dramatically increased.  
Implementing sparse inversion on the available multiple contributions (Van 
Dedem and Verschuur, 2005) is the other solution to the problem of inadequate data. 
Sparse inversion is adopted in this approach as a constraint of Radon transform in the 
crossline direction to predict 3D multiples, which avoids the usage of any 
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interpolation to the input data. However, it has to solve some large groups of linear 
equations and produces good result only after a big amount of iterations. This makes 
the method numerically very expensive. Another sparse inversion approach, 
numerically more efficient, is based on a frequency domain parabolic Radon 
transform (Hokstad and Sollie 2006). Different from the time domain scheme, it does 
not have the capability to impose sparseness in the time direction, as demonstrated by 
Schonewille et al. (2004). Hence some accuracy is compromised to achieve numerical 
efficiency. 
 
2.4 Multiple adaptive subtraction 
The multiple model produced by the techniques mentioned above is normally 
not very precise. This is due to the following factors: the partly modelled 3D effects, 
the inaccuracy in synthesizing the near offset traces, the water bottom reflection 
coefficient assumptions and so forth. A robust adaptive multiple subtraction procedure 
is therefore essential for the multiple attenuation.  
The concept of adaptive subtraction was first proposed by Julien and Raoult 
(1989) who implemented the L2 norm to minimize the energy of seismic data after 
multiple attenuation. Currently, the least-squares based adaptive subtraction is widely 
adopted in the two-step procedure multiple attenuation strategies. It is commonly 
implemented as a multi-channel matching filter to employ the lateral coherency of 
adjacent traces as a constraint to suppress the effect of random noises and preserve the 
energy of primaries.  
Monk (1993) proposed to extend the multiple model traces to a group of their 
adjoints in consideration of the constant phase rotation of the wavelet and the constant 
time shift. The adjoints include their first derivative, their Hilbert transform and the 
derivative of the Hilbert transform. This concept was adopted by Wang (2004) to 
expand the conventional multi-channel matching filter to the so-called expanded 
multi-channel matching (EMCM) filter. 
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2.4.1 Wiener matching filter 
Once the multiple model traces are predicted based on the original dataset or a 
predetermined subsurface model, the subtraction of modelled multiples from the 
original traces is carried out by a single or multi-channel matching filter within a 
sliding window (Wiener, 1949). The single channel matching filter may be 
represented as 
)()()()( tmtftytp ∗−=                     (2.30) 
where )(ty is a raw data trace, )(tm is a multiple model trace, )(tf is the operator for 
adapting )(tf to the desired output )(ty , ∗ indicates convolution, and )(tp is the residual. 
For multiple subtraction, the residual )(tp is the multiple suppressed result, 
whereas )(tf are referred to as the subtraction operators.  
The matching filter uses the least-squares criterion to design operators )(tf so as 
to minimize the power in a selected window for the desired output )(ty  (Treitel, 
1970). The design error of the shaping filter, which shapes the single or a group of 
multiple-model traces into the original data trace, is considered as the primary 
response. The convolution operator )(tf  is solved recursively, following Wiggins 
and Robinson (1965).  
Several approaches can be deduced from equation (2.30). The first one separates 
the two input blocks into several pairs according to their positions. Each pair includes 
one model trace and one input data trace, while both traces have the same location just 
as the case in single channel matching. The auto-correlations and cross-correlations 
are then calculated in each pair of traces, and the averages of the auto-correlations and 
cross-correlations are put into the normal equation for the calculation of filter. Finally, 
the filter is applied on the trace in the middle of the multiple model block for the 
subtraction. This method is not a true multi-channel matching filtering. We will call it 
the balanced single channel matching filter in the later part of the thesis, which can be 
represented as 
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)(~)()(~)( tmtftytp ∗−=   ,                   (2.31) 
where )(~ ty  is a balanced raw data trace and )(~ tm  is a balanced multiple model 
trace. 
 
2.4.2 Multi-channel matching 
If a group of multiple model traces are adopted instead of one single trace in 
equation (2.30), a multi-channel matching filter scheme can be achieved, which is 
formulated as 
)()()()(
1
tmtftytp j
N
j
j ∗−= ∑
=
                  (2.32) 
where )(tm j  are multiple model traces, N  is the number of channels involved in 
matching, )(tf j  are the operators for adapting the group of N  traces )(tm j  to the 
desired output )(ty .  
The constrained cross-equalization method (Monk, 1993) considers the phase 
rotation of the wavelet and the time shift, and adapts the multiple model trace with a 
weighted sum of four traces derived from the initial multiple-model trace. Bearing in 
mind this expansion idea, Wang (2004) proposed an expanded multi-channel 
matching (EMCM) filter defined as  
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where )(tm H  is the Hilbert transform of )(tm , )(tm&  and )(tm H& are the derivatives 
of )(tm  and )(tm H , respectively, and N  is the number of traces used in the 
preceding normal multi-channel matching filter (2.32).  
The trace of input raw data, )(ty , is matched in a tNN ×  segment in the 
conventional multi-channel matching approach, where tN  is the number of 
segmented samples in the time direction. Three out of four input sections in the 
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EMCM scheme are adjoined sections mathematically derived from the raw data 
section, and therefore the trace )(ty  is matched by a data cube of tNN ××4 . It 
expands the conventional multi-channel matching filter in new physical dimensions.  
The application of EMCM has two main advantages: to increase the amount of 
equations without long filter length and to confine the effect of random noises and 
non-coherent events. As will be discussed later, the amount of equations should be 
limited to avoid the removal of the primary energy along with the multiples.  
 
2.4.3 Patten-based multiple adaptive subtraction 
The assumption of orthogonal primaries with multiples is behind all the adaptive 
subtraction strategies mentioned above, and it results in the adaptive subtraction of the 
multiples with an L2 norm. However, this assumption might not hold true when 
primaries and multiples interfere (Spitz, 1999). Although EMCM (Wang, 2003a) has 
improved the effect of adaptive subtraction in this situation, other subtraction 
techniques are still necessary when adaptive subtraction fails to recover the primaries. 
A new class of multiple attenuation techniques has appeared recently to overcome 
some of the limitations of adaptive subtraction.  
Spitz (1999) presented a pattern-based algorithm based on the assumption of 
predictable primaries and multiples in f-x domain. The prediction error filters (PEF) of 
the primaries are employed to constrain the minimization of the energy. This 
algorithm has been proved to be particularly efficient in preserving the primary 
energy in the complex structure areas where the multiples strongly interfere with the 
primaries. In reality however, the effectiveness of Spitz’s approach is still limited 
when multiples are not perfectly predictable and strong random noises exist in the 
seismic data. Guo (2003) improved the method by iteratively applying both primary 
PEF and projection signal filter as the pattern constraints to the LSQR. 
Guitton et al. (2001) introduced a similar algorithm in the t-x domain. The 
algorithm calculates the primaries directly through inversion instead of using adaptive 
subtraction. The idea comes from Soubaras (1994) who adopted a very similar 
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approach for random noise attenuation and more recently for coherent noise 
attenuation (Soubaras, 2001). The details of the pattern-based strategies can be seen in 
the Appendix A.  
 
2.5 Seismic data pre-processing for multiple attenuation 
Surface-related multiple attenuation (SMA) schemes need a high quality dataset 
for the multiple modelling. The traces shall be regularly spaced with the same shot 
and receiver intervals, and the signal to noise ratio (S/N) relatively high. The integrity, 
regularity and S/N ratio decide the final processing result of a seismic dataset to a 
considerable extent. Consequently, they are the objectives of some processing 
schemes defined as the pre-processing procedures of SMA.  
 
2.5.1 Geometry correction 
Bad shots or bad traces are common during seismic data acquisitions, and they 
may cause some serious degradation of the data. For instance, a bad trace will affect 
the whole shot gather during a multi-channel process such as FK filter. A bad shot can 
show through to the stack over the entire spread of the shot, and also contribute a trace 
to each offset plane to cause degradation of a wide area if processed through pre-stack 
migration or DMO. Therefore it is important that all bad traces and/or shots are edited 
at an early stage of processing. The acquisition reports must be studied carefully to 
check for any listed bad data, and the data must be checked carefully for any unlisted 
bad data. 
All the dead or missing traces ought to be interpolated before the 
commencement of noise attenuation and further processing to prevent artefacts at the 
edges of the dead data. Missing shots or channels should be created as dead traces and 
filled with zeros. All dead traces are then interpolated by variable methods, which will 
be discussed in the later section, data interpolation. 
A correct geometry definition is also vital to the processing of data. An incorrect 
geometry definition brings about an entirely wrong processing of the data, as incorrect 
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offsets leads to incorrect NMO velocities and incorrect CDP assignments leads to the 
wrong traces being stacked together. The following information is required in order to 
assign the geometry: the processing group interval, the number of groups, the channel 
numbering, the near offset and the shot interval. All the information ought to be 
correctly introduced in from the acquisition report. 
 
2.5.2 Noise attenuation  
Numerous factors may produce a great variety of noises, and noises tend to be 
different for land and marine datasets. The quality of marine data is normally fairly 
high, but various sources still exist for coherent and random noises. For example, 
some noises come from the ships engines for near offsets, some from the side scatter 
of the source energy reflected from other objects (e.g. rigs, shorelines etc) and some 
are swell noise. The side scatters are linear noises that may be removed by dipping 
filter. The swell noise is generally random low frequency noise caused by movement 
of the cable. A low-cut filtering on the traces can usually produce a good swell-noise 
attenuation result. As for land seismic data, there are also ground roll, refractor noise 
and some side scatters of the source energy reflected from other objects, apart from 
the high levels of random noises. The ground roll usually has low frequency and slow 
velocity on near offsets, and it may be well attenuated by a low-cut filter applied to a 
cone around the sources. 
FX-deconvolution is an effective tool for random noise attenuation, which is 
prediction error filtering (PEF) in the spatial direction as opposed to the time direction 
like conventional deconvolution approaches. It is a deconvolution in the frequency 
space (f-x) domain, where linear events are predictable in the space direction and 
anything unpredictable can be considered to be noise. Curved events are also 
unpredictable, so filters must be short enough to approximate curved events as straight 
line segments. 3D FXY-deconvolution, in which data is predictable as a plane in x and 
y, can better preserve cylindrical events than the 2D approach. Compared with the 2D 
scheme, filters in 3D one are two dimensional and therefore may be shorter, but they 
still possess the same number of points and therefore remain stable and effective. In 
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addition, linear dipping noise coherent in only one direction will be better attenuated 
in the 3D approach.  
FXY-deconvolution may be applied in shot, receiver or common offset domains. 
However, it is rarely applied pre-stack except on common offsets in practice due to 
the limitation of linear events prediction. In my research, I have adopted a real 
symmetric 3D FXY-deconvolution strategy proposed by Wang (1999). It improves the 
result by replacing the conventional average of the predictions in two directions with 
simultaneous prediction in both directions. 
 
2.5.3 Data interpolation 
In marine acquisition, the shot interval of the most common type of processing 
geometry is twice the group interval (e.g. group interval of 12.5m and shot interval of 
25m). The SMA methods require the values of the shot and group interval to be the 
same. I choose interpolation to produce data dense enough for the multiple modelling 
in order to make a full usage of all the data and avoid alias. A good interpolation 
routine is the one that will not only honour the dip, frequency and amplitude of the 
data, but also recover the aliased energy. In this case, I abandon the conventional 
interpolation methods such as Linear, Sinc, and FK approaches, and employ the 
FX-interpolation instead. The FX-interpolation adopts prediction filters to handle 
aliased data, which is quite efficient and available for both 2D and 3D (FXY 
interpolation). 
Similar to the FX-deconvolution, the FX-interpolation method operates on a 
window in both time and space dimensions. It first performs Fourier transform to 
generate each temporal frequency component of the windowed data. Then it designs a 
symmetric interpolation filter (Wang, 2002) for each potentially aliased frequency (i.e. 
a coherency filter from data at half frequency and apply to data to interpolate traces, 
leaving input data unchanged.). At last, it performs inverse Fourier transform to 
reconstruct data in the space-time domain. The approach iterates over windows with 
overlaps. The FX-interpolation can be applied on not only sublines and crosslines, but 
also CDP or shot gathers. When offset is used as one of the keys, it should be 
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regularised so as to ensure correct grouping in that direction.  
 
2.5.4 Incident reflection muting 
For marine seismic data, the incident field is the direct wave from the source and 
its sea-surface reflection. In SRME, it has to be removed beforehand as the spatial 
convolution only applies to the scattered field only (Ziolkowski et al., 1999). 
Verschuur (1991) muted it out in practice. The information of water-bottom and water 
velocity help in muting the incident field. In my tests, I have muted all the incident 
fields before the multiple prediction step. 
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Chapter 3 
Land seismic multiple attenuation  
 
3.1 Introduction 
The surface-related multiples are not as severe as the marine cases for land 
seismic data, but they still exist because of the high reflectivity ratio of the relatively 
shallow sub-water surface. Surface-related multiple attenuation (SMA) techniques 
have been widely and successfully applied in marine data, but their application on 
land data is still rather limited (Kelamis and Verschuur, 2000). Three major obstacles 
exist for the application of SMA in land data: low S/N ratios, irregular geometry and 
missing traces. Figure 3.1 indicates a muted CMP gather of a real land data, which 
displays all the three problems. 
 
Figure 3.1  A sample CMP gather of land seismic. 
 
Kelamis and Verschuur (2000) proposed a series of strategies to tackle the above 
mentioned three obstacles, based on their former attempts to apply SMA on land 
seismic data (Verschuur et al., 1995; Kelamis and Verschuur, 1996; Verschuur and 
Kelamis, 1997). The strategies were presented according to the geological structures 
underneath the earth surface. They suggested implementing SMA in the post-stack 
and the CMP domain for nearly flat 1D or low-relief structure. The post-stack 
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application can avoid all the shortcomings of land seismic data, as the S/N ratio is 
efficiently improved by stacking and geometry problems are solved as well. However, 
the strategy is only effective when dealing with 1-D stratified medium because the 
multiple prediction is simplified to an auto-convolution of each single stacked trace.  
The CMP domain approach relaxes the data requirements as well. It employs 
neighboring CMP gathers to form a dense-sampled new gather and thus tackles the 
low S/N ratio and poor geometry problems. It predicts multiple model by auto-
convolution of each CMP gather with the approximation of a laterally homogeneous 
earth. In spite of some theoretical approximations, the CMP domain approach works 
fairly well for most land seismic data with low-relief structures. For the data with 
relatively complex structures, they adopted a marine-seismic-like method which is 
implemented on shot gathers. However, as only the geometry problems have been 
tackled before SMA application, data must be carefully selected to avoid the poor S/N 
ratio problem, which happens in most land data and severely affects the multiple 
prediction results.  
Aiming to improve the multiple modelling of the SMA method, Wang (2004) 
proposed the multiple prediction through inversion (MPTI) scheme. It is a fully data 
driven concept that uses iterative inversions to refine the multiple model, and  
implemented in the shot-gather domain, where all surrounding shot records are 
needed to predict the multiples related to one shot record. The prestack applications of 
the algorithm have been proved to be successful on both synthetic and real marine 
datasets. However, MPTI is not as easy to apply for land data in general as in the 
marine case due to the obstacles mentioned above. Accurate pre-processing of the 
input data is required, and this makes the already time-consuming operation even 
more complicated. Nevertheless, the most attractive part of the MPTI method to land 
seismic is that it can not only avoid the requirement of the source signature, but also 
handle the strong reflectivity variation along the surface.  
In this chapter, I first simplify the MPTI method so that it can be used in the 
post-stack and the CMP domain. The motivations for such investigation are mainly 
twofold: 
(1) For a simple structure, such as a horizontally layered structure, the question is 
whether I can simplify the implementation of the MPTI method but still obtain a 
reasonable result. 
(2) For seismic data with poor signal-to-noise ratio, it is hard to see any coherent 
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events in a shot gather. They can only be found in post-stack domain or in a super 
CMP gather. As a consequence, I can only perform MPTI in a post-stack section or in 
a super CMP gather.    
In the third section of this chapter, I propose two strategies to enhance the S/N 
ratio of land data so as to safely apply the 2D SMA. The first strategy is to apply the 
running-smooth filter to CMP gathers, and then sort the data to shot gathers for the 
application of SMA. The S/N ratio is therefore enhanced on the minimum assumption 
of no dramatic changes among neighboring CMP gathers. The other strategy is to 
apply an adaptive threshold K-NN (K nearest neighbors) filter on shot gathers so as to 
enhance the S/N ratio directly without any distortion. Both methods are tested and 
compared on synthetic datasets, and then demonstrated by a real land dataset.  
 
3.2 MPTI multiple attenuation in the post-stack domain 
The MPTI theory for shot gathers can be simplified to deal with the cases of 
post-stack datasets and CMP gathers. In this section, I use a real marine seismic 
dataset to demonstrate the MPTI multiple attenuation method in the post-stack domain. 
The brute stack section of this real seismic dataset is shown in Figure 3.2, in which we 
can see the 1-D stratified medium data with relatively simple subsurface structures. 
The same section was shown in Figure 1.4a, and the demultiple result by the 2D 
MPTI method was plotted in Figure 1.4b. In this chapter, I will compare the post-
stack domain demultiple result with that prestack domain one. 
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Figure 3.2 The stack section of real marine seismic dataset (re-displayed from Figure 
1.4a). It is used in this chapter to demonstrate the effectiveness of post-stack 
demultiple scheme, comparing with the prestack domain demultiple result shown in 
Chapter 1. 
 
The stack section of a seismic dataset can be considered as a plane-wave 
response kinematically when we model the earth as a 1-D stratified medium. Under 
these circumstances, the multi-trace multiple prediction process reduces from a time-
consuming spatial convolution to an auto-convolution of each stack trace. It 
accelerates the process dramatically.  
The auto-convolution can be realized in both time and frequency domains in the 
case of post-stack data. The MPTI method can be applied to refine the model through 
iterations once it is built up by auto-convolution (1D MPTI). The same equation as 
equation (2.17) can be correspondingly deduced to present the formula in post-stack 
mode. 
)(][~ )1(0
1)2(
0
)1(
0
)( −−−− −= nnnn PPPPM ,                             (3.1) 
where P , 0P  and M
~  represent no longer matrices of shot records but single complex 
numbers in the frequency domain, as all the shot records with the same CMP number 
have been stacked into one single trace.  
The method takes the risk of amplitude inconsistencies and primary energy 
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distortions during adaptive subtraction, due to the imposed approximations on the 
structural content of the earth model. I minimize the risk through the application of a 
more efficient adaptive subtraction method, the expanded multi-channel matching 
(EMCM) introduced by Wang (2003).  
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the 1D MPTI multiple attenuation method. The multiple 
model is built by an auto-convolution (Figure 3.3a) in the first iteration, but the 
models for the second and third iteration are predicted by the 1D MPTI (Figures 3.3b, 
3.3c). The auto-convolution result is a rather brute model for the multiples, as the 
amplitudes are inaccurate and the wave-form is smeared due to convolution. The 
MPTI results clearly enhance the quality of model by correcting the amplitudes and 
wave-form.  Iterations further refine the result as can be observed in Figure 3.3 b and 
c, where multiple events can be distinguished and the amplitudes become more 
accurate after iterations. 
Figure 3.4a is the final result of the 1D MPTI multiple attenuation after three 
iterations in total. The difference between Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.4a, the energy 
attenuated in the final iteration (n=3), is displayed in Figure 3.4b. In this case, the 
multiples are cleanly suppressed as the data well meet the requirements of the post-
stack application. Compared with the prestack approach (Figure 1.4 b), the post-stack 
result is almost as good, but slightly worse in preserving the primaries. This can be 
observed in the area of time 2.2-2.5s, distance 4.5-6.5km in the figures.  
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.3 The MPTI multiple attenuation method in the post-stack domain: Multiple 
model by (a) auto-convolution (the first iteration), (b) the MPTI method (the second 
iteration) and (c) the MPTI method (the third iteration). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.4 The MPTI multiple attenuation method in the post-stack domain: (a) 
Stacked section after MPTI multiple attenuation (n=3); (b) The multiple energy 
attenuated (n=3). 
 
3.3 MPTI multiple attenuation in the CMP domain 
Due to the complexity of the land surface, the shots and receivers sometimes 
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cannot be regularly placed and missing traces of land data are very common, 
especially for near offset traces (Figure 3.5a). They will seriously affect the multiple 
prediction result. Kelamis and Verchuur (2000) employed the binning strategy. It 
assumes no difference for moving a trace in a certain range, i.e. the distance between 
two receivers, and the irregularly placed traces can then be selectively moved to the 
nearest regular place. By this means, a dataset with regular geometry can be obtained 
with certain distortion. Different from their approach, I implement Radon transform 
for the regularization to eliminate the effect of the distortion. Although hyperbolic and 
parabolic Radon transform are theoretically more accurate, a linear Radon transform 
(slant stack) produces good enough interpolation and regularization results efficiently, 
as can be seen in Figure 3.5b.  
 
                             (a)                                                       (b) 
Figure 3.5 (a) A sample CMP gather record in land data. (b) The gather after 
regularization and interpolation using slant-stack method. 
 
If the approximation of a low-relief earth is valid and the earth is laterally 
homogeneous, the MPTI modelling method in the shot domain can be simplified by 
using a single CMP gather instead (1.5D MPTI). The spatial convolution can therefore 
be transformed to auto-convolution in the f-x domain or multiplication in the 
frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain. Although the approach cannot produce as 
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accurate results as 2D one, it boasts of two advantages. First, a simple and efficient 
running-smooth method for neighboring CMP gathers can be adopted to remove the 
random noise on the low-relief assumption. Secondly, one gather instead of group 
ones can greatly reduce the computational expenses.  
I use running-smooth to suppress the random noise on the same low-relief 
structure assumption. A window is gradually moving along the direction of CMP 
gathers and the gathers in this window are summed into a super-gather. Inside the 
super-gather, smooth is achieved by partial stacking after NMO, and the output CMP 
gather is obtained after inverse NMO. In this way, the approach suppresses the 
random noise without reducing the amount of gathers.  
A dataset with regular geometry and high S/N ratio can be obtained after the 
above pre-processing. The MPTI method can then be extended for application on the 
individual CMP gather. Similar to the last section, it can still be indicated by equation 
2.17, but the parameters have different indices. All the matrices should be transferred 
to 11×  matrices in the CMP gathers approach, or more accurately, numbers in the f-k 
domain as each CMP gather is 2D Fourier transformed to the f-k domain. 
A dense offset distribution is required for a good multiple prediction result in the 
CMP case in order to avoid the aliasing problem in the f-k domain (Kelamis and 
Verschuur, 2000). They suggested that a super-gather with increased offset density be 
made by merging a group of neighboring CMP gathers. In this chapter, I adopt an f-x-
y domain trace interpolation method (Wang, 2002) to generate a well-sampled super-
gather. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6, a CMP gather from the original input dataset (a) 
is interpolated by inserting seven traces within a pair (b). The example CMP gather 
selected is at 3.3 km location in Figure 3.2, while the super gather after multiple 
attenuation and the multiple energy removed are displayed in Figures 3.6c and d 
respectively.  
Stack sections shown in Figure 3.7a and b are the CMP domain multiple 
attenuation result and the multiple energy attenuated after three iterations respectively. 
Comparing Figure 3.7 with Figure 3.4, we can see that the horizontal primary 
reflections between 2.2 s and 3.0 s are much more continuous in Figure 3.7a than that 
in Figure 3.4a. This indicates that the CMP approach preserves primaries well by 
involving more traces in the attenuation. However, some edge effects occur during the 
subtraction due to the lack of folds at the edge of the data, as can be observed between 
0.0s and 0.5s where the multiples are not fully eliminated. 
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                         (a)                                                             (b) 
      
                       (c)                                                                (d) 
Figure 3.6 The MPTI multiple attenuation method in the CMP domain: (a) a CMP 
gather from the input data, (b) the CMP gather after interpolation which inserts seven 
traces between two, (c) the CMP gather after multiple attenuation, and (d) the 
removed multiple energy.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.7 The MPTI multiple attenuation method in the CMP domain: (a) stacked 
section after MPTI multiple attenuation ( 3=n ), (b) the attenuated multiple energy 
( 3=n ). 
 
In this section, I apply the CMP domain MPTI multiple attenuation method to 
the Pluto synthetic, a synthetic dataset designed as a benchmark for multiple 
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attenuation algorithms as shown in Figure 3.9a.  
Figure 3.8 shows a CMP gather, its super-gather, and the demultiple results. The 
CMP gather, selected at the coordinate 3.6 km in Figure 3.9a, demonstrates the pre-
processing for the CMP domain de-multiple scheme.  
Figure 3.9 displays the brute stack of the multiple attenuation result (b) and the 
multiple energy attenuated (c). An encouraging result has been obtained, although it is 
not as good as the result of the shot domain approach presented in the later section. 
For example, the primary events have been mistakenly suppressed in the area near 
16km and 2.0s, and few refraction multiples are eliminated. This is because part of the 
subsurface structures are quite complex and violate the assumption made in the CMP 
domain de-multiple method.  
     
                       (a)                                                              (b) 
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                        (c)                                                              (d) 
Figure 3.8 The MPTI multiple attenuation method in the CMP domain: (a) a CMP 
gather from the input data, (b) the CMP gather after interpolation which inserts seven 
traces between two, (c) the CMP gather after multiple attenuation, and (d) the 
removed multiple energy. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.9 Stacked section (a) before, (b) after the CMP domain MPTI multiple 
attenuation, and (c) the attenuated multiple energy. 
 
The scheme is also tested on a real land seismic dataset, Aramco-land-1, 
acquired in the Middle East. The brute stack profile of the data is shown in Figure 
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3.10a. Strong surface related multiples in the profile appear as intermittent strong 
reflections covering the primaries. A sample CMP gather is shown in Figure 3.5a 
where we can see the rather poor quality of the data with missing traces and low S/N 
ratio. The MPTI scheme is implemented on the CMP domain of data for the SMA 
after the pre-processing procedures of Radon regularization and running-smooth de-
noising.  
The multiple attenuation result is demonstrated in Figure 3.10b, where the 
strong multiples have been completely removed and the remaining primary events 
appear more natural. Figure 3.10c shows the attenuated strong multiple energy. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.10 MPTI application in the CMP domain on a low-relief land data: the stack 
of (a) the input data, (b) the data after multiple attenuation, and (c) the attenuated 
multiple energy.  
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3.4 Land seismic multiple attenuation in the shot domain 
In the last section, I made a low-relief structure assumption that neighboring 
CMP gathers vary slightly. On this assumption, the running-smooth method 
effectively enhances the S/N ratio of land data, and the extension of MPTI in the CMP 
domain is also proved to be successful. The low-relief assumption cannot always hold 
in practice as complex structures with steep dips exist in many cases. The dips not 
only affect the events inside CMP gathers, but also reduce the similarity between 
neighboring gathers. As a consequence, the multiple attenuation approaches in the 
CMP domain will no longer be effective.  
In this section, I apply the 2D MPTI method on land seismic data, which 
involves a group of shot gathers for the multiple modeling, and propose two 
approaches to enhance their S/N ratio beforehand. One is a relatively simple running-
smooth filter for the data with moderately complex structures, and the other is an 
adaptive threshold K-NN filter for those extremely complex data. 
 
3.4.1 The running-smooth filter 
In the approach, the running-smooth filter is applied on CMP gathers with NMO 
correction as described in the last section, after which the random noises are reduced 
to an acceptable level. For the moderately complex data, traces within a 2D (x-y) 
block have similar events and are therefore averaged to produce one trace in the 
middle of the block. The output CMP gathers are then sorted to shot gathers so as to 
apply the 2D multiple modeling. The approach is straightforward, effective and 
computationally very cheap. However, it is not suitable for some data with complex 
structures due to the lack of similarity among neighboring traces. 
Tests on synthetic datasets indicate that the strategy works well for flat or 
moderately dipping events, but distortions occur on some steep dips. Therefore, the 
scheme can be employed for those datasets with moderately complex structures, but a 
more advanced distortion-free random noise attenuation method is still necessary in 
order to implement most of the marine de-multiple techniques on land data. 
 
3.4.2 The 3D adaptive threshold K-NN filter 
Luo et al (2002) improved the running-smooth method through the edge-
preserving smoothing (EPS) algorithm, which was further extended for 3D application 
by Albinhassan et al (2006). EPS calculates the standard deviations of the different 
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segments around the sample before the smoothing, and then chooses the segment with 
the minimum standard deviation for the smoothing average. As a result, the running-
smooth is implemented in the most homogeneous fragment and the edges are well 
preserved. The strategy works well for post-stack data after de-convolution, but the 
main obstacle for application on pre-stack gathers lies in the fact that the wavelet with 
both positive and negative amplitudes sometimes blurs the smoothing.  
Kelamis and Verschuur (2000) adopted the α -trimmed mean filter for the 
random noise attenuation on pre-stack gathers. The filter selects a certain number of 
samples according to their amplitudes in the operating fragment, and then calculates 
the average for output. The details of the filter can be found in Appendix B.  The 
approach is also an improvement on running smooth method, but it still cannot 
eliminate the blurring caused by the samples with small or negative amplitudes.  
Prediction error filtering (PEF), also called f-x (f-xy in 3D case) deconvolution, 
is commonly employed for random noise attenuation in seismic processing, and its 
main principle is that linear events can be predicted in the f-x domain (planes in the f-
xy domain for 3D case). Wang (1999) proposed a real symmetric approach to improve 
the attenuation result. The PEF method has been successful in post-stack processing 
but its effect is limited in some pre-stack gathers with strong random noises. The 
events are mostly hyperbolic or parabolic in a pre-stack gather, and therefore the filter 
length is limited to a small range to ensure the events are linear in the range. The short 
filter length is usually inadequate to remove some relatively strong noises. The 3D 
PEF approach can make some improvements by including more samples in the 
filtering, but it is computationally expensive and still cannot solve the problem 
thoroughly. 
Inspired by Zlokolica (2006)’s work on video de-noising, I propose a 3D 
adaptive threshold K-NN (K nearest neighbors) filter for the random noise attenuation 
on pre-stack land seismic gathers. I describe the basic principles of both the 3D 
threshold and the 3D K-NN filter for random noise attenuation in Appendix B. The 
novel 3D adaptive threshold K-NN filter optimizes the combination of the two filters 
and adjusts according to the dip information along the seismic gathers. It is composed 
of three steps: noise level estimation using 3D EPS, dip detection by semblance 
threshold and a combination of 3D threshold and 3D K-NN filters. 
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Noise level estimation 
An accurate knowledge of the noise level in the input data is essential for setting 
parameters of various algorithms in many random noise attenuation applications. In 
this thesis, the random noise is modeled by zero mean white Gaussian distribution. An 
input seismic data is indicated as: 
            ),,(),,(),,( tyxntyxstyxd +=                                          (3.2) 
where ),,( tyxd  is the original input sample, ),,( tyxs  and ),,( tyxn stand for the signal 
and noise respectively. ),( tx  indicates the position of the sample with offset and time, 
and y  is the location of the gather in the group.  
The variance of the noise, 2nσ , can be approximated as the standard deviation of 
the central point in a homogeneous area. Amer and Dubois (2005) introduced block-
based noise level estimation method based on this principle, which analyzes the block 
uniformity by measuring the difference among the neighboring samples in eight 
different directions. The absolute values of the eight measures are averaged to 
produce the final homogeneity result and the noise variance 2nσ  is then calculated 
among a number of most homogeneous blocks.  
A similar but more accurate approach is adopted in EPS. In the 3D EPS 
(Albinhassan et al. 2006), standard deviation is calculated in 32 fragments in a 55×  
cube and the minimum one is selected for averaging. The standard deviation is 
formulated as:  
 ∑
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where iD is the value at the i-th input point and aD is the average value of the n 
samples inside the fragment. The fragment with the minimum standard deviation is 
considered to be the most homogeneous one. In the approach, a number of the 
fragments are selected and their standard deviations are averaged as the estimated 
noise variance. The 3D effect is included by involving more samples, and the 
structures of events will not affect the estimation because they are fully covered by 
the 32 fragments. As a result, the noise level estimation will be more accurate. 
 
Dip detection 
It is essential to preserve the dip structure during the random noise attenuation, 
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and we should first locate the structures before the protection. A straightforward dip 
detection method is to simply compare the amplitude values of the samples at the 
same spatial positions between the neighboring gathers. If the absolute value of the 
difference is less than a predefined threshold dipT , it indicates no dip structure among 
the neighboring gathers at the specific position. Otherwise, a dip structure is 
considered and the sample will be marked for further processing. One obvious 
drawback for this approach is its sensitiveness to the noises, and a relatively high 
noise level will deter the functioning of the method. 
I employ the semblance threshold (Stoffa et al., 1981) to make the dip detection 
accurate and robust. The approach can be formulated as: 
∑
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where ).( yrS stands for the semblance value at the position ),( yr  and iD are the 
samples  in the 3D cube for the calculation. The cube is set as 355 ××  in the axis of x, 
y and t respectively for optimization, and the value range of the semblance ).( yrS  is (0, 
1). Similarly, a predefined threshold TS  will serve as a barrier for the dip structures. 
The semblance is near 1 if the similarity among traces (i.e. the flat structure) is high, 
while it is near the other end for extremely steep dips. To avoid the wavelet effects 
that the positive and negative amplitudes cancel each other during summation, the 
approach is further modified as:  
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where j stands for the time slice of the 3D cube. In this approach, I sum the samples 
according to their time so as to remove the wavelet effects. The dip-detection result is 
recorded and adopted in the next stage, the 3D threshold K-NN filtering. 
 
3D threshold K-NN filtering 
The conventional threshold filter adopts two times of the noise variance, nσ2 , as 
a threshold for the samples used for averaging. In another word, the samples are 
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allowed for averaging when the absolute amplitude difference with the central sample 
is less than nσ2 . This approach can completely attenuate the random noise and 
preserve the structure of events in most cases, but it depends much on the accuracy of 
the noise variance and sometime produces spike artifacts in the uniform areas 
(Zlokolica 2006). Furthermore, the threshold filter cannot handle the high amplitude 
spike noises. 
The K-NN filter compares all the samples within the operation fragment, a 3D 
cube, with the central sample, and a certain amount of samples with the closest 
amplitude to the central sample are selected for averaging. Relatively independent of 
the estimated noise level, the K-NN filtering can smooth uniform areas well, but it 
cannot preserve fine details of events.  
I combine the two schemes in a special way to take the advantages of both 
strategies. The key of the strategy is the number of samples that pass the threshold 
of nσ2 . In the uniform area where most samples have similar amplitude, the samples 
are more likely to pass the threshold, while the number of passing samples is very 
small for spike noises as few samples have similar high amplitude. The 3D threshold 
K-NN filter is proposed based on this fact.  
First, 3D EPS is adopted to estimate the noise level and produce the noise 
variance nσ  as output, and then the dip detection scheme is implemented on the data. 
The result of semblance ).( yrS  is added to the data as a new attribute, which will be 
relatively small in the area with the existence of some dip structures. A threshold 
dipS is defined to judge whether some actions are needed for the dip structures. The 
structure will be considered to be steep enough to affect the filtering if ).( yrS is less 
than dipS , and an expanded 2D threshold K-NN filter will be employed instead of a 3D 
one. The 2D approach involves only one gather in the filtering, but it successfully 
avoids the risk of distortions in spite of less information. In addition, it can include 
more samples by expansion and thus retain the effectiveness of random noise 
attenuation.   
In the final stage, the threshold K-NN filter is implemented in a sliding cube 
with the size of tyx NNN ×× . xN is the size of the cube along the gathers, 
while yN and tN stand for the size in the offset and time direction respectively. Equation 
3.6 describes the first step of the filtering, where all the samples in the cube compare 
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their values with the central sample. The sample will pass through for the next step if 
the absolute difference is less than the threshold of nσ2 . As indicated in formula 3.7, 
M , the number of passing-through samples, plays an important role in the method. A 
big M indicates a cube in a uniform area, and therefore the K-NN filter with K samples 
is adopted as discussed above. In contrast, a small M  indicates a spike noise at the 
central sample and K-NN filter with S samples is employed to tackle it. At last, the 
threshold filter can be safely used to give the best averaging result if M is medium.  
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A demonstration is given through tests on a synthetic dataset in the following 
section to prove the accuracy of the theoretical discussions.   
 
3.4.3 Demonstration on a synthetic dataset 
The synthetic gather consists of three events, of which one is horizontal and two 
are dips. Both random (Gaussian distribution) and spike noises are added into the 
gather, as shown in Figure 3.11a. The running-smooth filter works well on the 
horizontal event but poorly on the dipping events (Figure 3.11b, c). The distortion of 
the dips is severe, and the spiking noises are weakened and extended but still exist.  
As expected, the K-NN filter attenuates the spiking noises fairly well and 
suppresses certain volume of random noises. However, it fails to preserve the signals 
which are considerably weakened after the filtering (Figure 3.11d, e). The random 
noises are almost fully attenuated by the threshold filter (Figure 3.11f, g), but the 
spike noises remain without being suppressed. 
At last, the threshold K-NN filter combines the advantages of the two filters and 
produces relatively better results shown in Figure 3.11h and i. Both random and 
spiking noises are well suppressed, and the preservation of signal energy is also 
satisfactory. 
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                                    (a) 
 
                                    (b)                                                                  (c) 
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                                       (d)                                                               (e)   
 
                                     (f)                                                                (g) 
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                                      (h)                                                                (i) 
Figure 3.11 Comparison of different noise attenuation methods. (a) Synthetic seismic 
gather with random and spike noises; the de-noising result of (b) the running-smooth 
filter, (d) the K-NN filter, (f) the threshold filter, (h) the threshold K-NN filter; and the 
attenuated noises by (c) the running-smooth filter, (e) the K-NN filter, (g) the 
threshold filter, and (i) the threshold K-NN filter.  
 
3.4.4 Comparison between two filters 
I use another synthetic dataset, Pluto synthetic, to test the theoretical analysis 
and demonstrate the effects of the following methodologies: 
(1) multiple attenuation to shot gathers with running smooth applied, 
(2) multiple attenuation to shot gathers with adaptive 3D threshold K-NN filter 
applied. In this section, I will refer to the 3D adaptive threshold K-NN filter as the K-
NN approach to make it simple. 
Figure 3.12 shows the de-noising results of the two filters on a sample shot 
gather and (a) is the shot gather of the Pluto synthetic without noises. I produce a 
land-like noisy dataset based on the data by adding strong random noises, as can be 
seen in (b).  
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Figure 3.12c represents the gather after a running-smooth filtering with a 
55× window, which is performed on CMP gathers with NMO correction. The strong 
random noises are suppressed to an acceptable level and most of the primary events 
are preserved. The result of the K-NN approach is demonstrated in Figure 3.12d, 
which is implemented in a moving 555 ×× cube. The noise level before the filtering 
was estimated by the 3D EPS applied in the same cube, while the dip detection was 
implemented in a 355 ×× cube for each sample. We can clearly observe some 
improvements: the noises are better attenuated and the signals are better protected as 
well compared with the running smooth approach. 
 
                                       (a)                                                              (b)        
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                                         (c)                                                             (d) 
Figure 3.12 A sample shot gather of Pluto synthetic, (a) without noises, (b) with 
noises; the de-noising result of (c) the running-smooth, (d) the adaptive threshold K-
NN filter. 
 
As the low relief structure assumption does not hold in the Pluto synthetic, the 
quality of multiple model in the dipping structures will be the criteria of different de-
noising methods. I compare the stack profiles of the multiple models built on the data 
processed by the two different filters. 
Figure 3.13a and b are the multiple models built in the running-smooth and the 
K-NN approaches respectively. The two results are almost identical in low relief 
areas, and differences exist only in areas with extremely steep events. The multiple 
model are well predicted in the K-NN approach even for complex structures (e.g. the 
multiples of refractions are precisely predicted in Figure 3.13c). As for the running-
smooth approach, some extremely steep events are not well modeled because of the 
distortions. Nevertheless, it performs quite well for mild dips and therefore may be 
implemented on datasets with mildly complex structures.  
The multiple models are adaptively subtracted from the original input data after 
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multiple prediction. Figure 3.13d and e are the de-multiple results in the running-
smooth and the K-NN approaches respectively. By comparing the two results, we may 
come to the conclusion that the running-smooth approach produces almost as good 
result as the K-NN approach for structures with low or medium dips, yet it cannot 
predict the corresponding multiple for some extremely steep events. Consequently, the 
multiples cannot be thoroughly attenuated.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
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(e) 
 
 
(f) 
Figure 3.13 The stack section of multiple model built (a) in the running-smooth 
approach, and (b) in the K-NN approach; and the multiple attenuation result (d) in the 
running-smooth approach, and (e) in the K-NN approach.  (c) and (f) are the zoom out 
of the two comparisons. 
 
3.4.5 Application of running-smooth filter on real land dataset 
A land dataset, Aramco-land-2, from the Middle East is used for the test. The 
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input data suffer from missing traces and strong noises. After muting, a slant stack 
approach is adopted to achieve the interpolation and regularization simultaneously, 
and the running-smooth filter is then applied to the data with a sliding 55×  window. 
Figure 3.14b displays the sample new shot gather obtained by sorting the CMP 
gathers back to the shot domain. The S/N ratio is obviously enhanced after the series 
of pre-processing procedures. 
To minimize the negative effects of the filtering such as structure distortions, I 
subtract the model from the original data, through which the energy of primaries is 
well kept without any distortion.  
Figure 3.15a is the stack section of the land dataset, from which we can see 
some strong surface related multiples. Figure 3.15b demonstrates the multiple 
attenuation result in the running-smooth filtering approach where the strong multiples 
have been well attenuated, and Figure 3.15c shows the difference. The stack profile 
looks more natural after multiple elimination, and some primary events covered by 
strong multiples become clearer. 
                     
   
                         (a)                                                                (b)     
Figure 3.14 A sample land seismic shot gather of (a) raw input data and (b) after 
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running-smooth filtering. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
Figure 3.15 MPTI application in the shot domain on land data. (a) Stack session of a 
real land dataset, (b) the multiple attenuation result in the running-smooth approach, 
(c) the difference between (a) and (b). 
 
3.5  Discussions 
3.5.1 CMP gathers versus shot gathers 
I apply running-smooth filter in the CMP and offset direction to get high S/N 
ratio shot gathers. Another available option, defined as shot gathers approach, is to 
implement the 2-D running-smooth filter on neighboring shot gathers. The approach 
has the advantage to save the two sorting procedures between shot and CMP gathers. 
However, performing running-smooth inside CMP gathers should be better than 
inside shot gathers, because neighboring traces in the former is relatively more similar 
to each other than those in the latter. 
The K-NN approach does not require the similarity between the samples of the 
input cube. It, therefore, may be implemented on either shot or CMP gathers. The 
implementation on shot gathers is more convenient for SMA, as it saves the 
computing time by avoiding the sorting procedures. 
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3.5.2 Simplification 
The application of running-smooth filter on CMP gathers produces relatively 
high S/N ratio shot gathers. It may be applied only along common offset to simplify 
the 2D operation to 1D. No accurate stacking velocity is required in this case. 
However, more gathers are needed for the semblance to produce satisfactory high S/N 
ratio shot gathers as the 2D running-smooth becomes 1D. Moreover, the 2D EPS is 
more suitable for the application considering some complex events in the common 
offset gathers. 
Another simplification of the running-smooth approach is to apply running-
smooth filter only inside CMP gathers. In theory, little distortion exists for the 
application of running smooth filter inside NMO corrected CMP gathers. However, 
the CMP gather is also an approximation concept on the assumption that the reflection 
points of the gather are flat and the earth is homogeneous. As the assumption cannot 
be met in practice, there do exist some differences among traces in each CMP gather. 
These differences lead to the distortions to the input data after the implementation of 
running-smooth. 
A similar simplification can also be adopted to improve the efficiency for the K-
NN approach. The 2D application on single shot gathers produces satisfactory results 
for some datasets suffering from less severe random noises. The dip detection can also 
be saved to enhance the efficiency in this case. Furthermore, the threshold filter can be 
safely employed to thoroughly attenuate the left white noises (Gaussian distribution) 
if an anti-spike filter has been implemented beforehand.  
 
3.5.3 Parameters 
As the only parameter, the right window size of running-smooth filter is quite 
important for different land datasets. A big window size will normally produce a 
relatively high S/N ratio with the knowledge of the effect of stacking. At the same 
time, big window size will cause relatively severe distortion when the structure is 
complex. Therefore in practice, the window size should be tested by trial to produce 
the best results for different datasets. 
The window size arouses more concerns about the efficiency for the K-NN 
filter. In theory, the S/N ratio will stop improving when the window size reaches a 
certain value, but the computing time will increase linearly. In my experiments, a 
555 ×× cube is the ideal parameter for most datasets. The estimation of noise level is 
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also important for the approach, on which the 3D EPS works well with the same cube 
size.  In addition, the noise level can also be estimated by trials or experiences.   
 
3.5.4 Application on 3D land seismic data 
The procedures of building shot gathers with good geometry and satisfactory 
S/N ratio from the original poor quality land seismic datasets can be considered as 
pre-processing for SMA. Therefore, it is natural to apply the strategies on 3D land 
seismic data.  
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Chapter 4  
Improving adaptive subtraction in 
seismic multiple attenuation  
 
4.1 Introduction 
A wave-equation based multiple-attenuation method usually consists of two 
steps: multiple prediction and adaptive subtraction (Wiggins, 1988; Verschuur et al., 
1992; Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997; Verschuur and Berkhout, 1997; Weglein et al., 
1997; Wang, 2004; Lu, 2006; Kaplan and Innanen, 2007; Wang, 2007), which are 
equally important for producing a satisfactory multiple-attenuation result. In this 
chapter I focus on the adaptive subtraction, and successfully improve the 
effectiveness of subtraction through iterative application of the expanded 
multi-channel matching (EMCM) filter, masking the data prior to subtraction and 
subtracting multiples according to their orders.  
Firstly, an effective matching filter is the kernel of the adaptive subtraction. The  
expanded version of the commonly employed multi-channel matching filter, the 
expanded multi-channel matching (EMCM) filter, can not only effectively explore 
the lateral coherency of adjacent traces but also increase the resolution in the time 
axis (Wang, 2003a). Three essential parameters in the EMCM filter are the filter 
length, the window size in time and the number of channels in matching. I find in the 
application that the choice of the best parameters is fundamental to an optimal 
multiple-attenuation result, and the iterative application of the filter can further 
improve the result. Moreover, this iteration is performed in the subtraction step, and 
therefore numerically cheaper than similar iteration implementation adopted in the 
expensive multiple modelling step to improve the dynamic properties of multiple 
models (Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997; Wang, 2004, 2007). 
The second approach, masking the data prior to the multiple suppression (Zhou 
and Greenhalgh, 1994, 1996; Landa et al., 1999; Wang, 2003b), is also one essential 
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factor in the process. The basic idea is to design a masking filter with predicted 
multiples as references, and this can separate most of the primary energy. Different 
from researchers who implement the masking filter in tau-p or f-k domain, I adopt it 
during adaptive subtraction in the t-x domain, and then use adaptive subtraction to 
subtract the modelled multiples from only the remaining part. This has been proved 
to be the most efficient way to preserve the primary energy as much as possible. 
Thirdly, mixed-order multiples are obstacles to a successful multiple 
attenuation in some cases such as a relatively shallow water-bottom area. All orders 
of surface-related multiples can be modelled via spatial convolution (Verschuur et al., 
1992; Berkhout and Verschuur, 1997). The multiple model, although considered to 
be kinematically accurate, can hardly obtain correct properties such as amplitude. 
Moreover, a single time window may sometimes cover different-orders multiples 
during the adaptive subtraction, and multiples with different orders usually possess 
different properties. It is therefore difficult to eliminate all the multiples 
simultaneously due to the limitation of multiple modelling. A possible solution to 
this might be the adoption of a small time window, but it cannot tackle the problem 
completely. Hugonnet (2002) introduced a partial solution, which builds multiple 
models by convolving a portion of primaries (the shallow part without contamination 
of multiples) with the whole dataset. Baumstein and Hadidi (2006) also proposed to 
use accurate primaries to build different-order multiple models after the DMO 
reconstruction of 3D marine data. Kaplan and Innanen (2007) use independent 
components separation strategy to eliminate the mixed-order multiples. In this 
chapter, I introduce a refining procedure of SRME by modelling and subtracting 
separate-order multiples with previous SRME results. I demonstrate that it is much 
more effective to separately subtract mixed-order multiples with different amplitude 
magnitudes according to their orders. 
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4.2 Iterative EMCM filtering 
Given a raw data trace )(td  and a group of N  multiple-model traces )(tmj , the 
EMCM filter can be expressed as (Wang, 2003a) 
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where )(, tf ji  are the shaping filters, ∗  indicates convolution, and the residual )(tp  
is the multiple attenuation result, which includes the primary reflection response and 
the interbed multiples. In equation (4.1), )(tm Hj  is the Hilbert transform of )(tm j , 
)(tm j&  and )(tm Hj& are the derivatives of )(tm j  and )(tm Hj  respectively. 
Compared with the conventional multi-channel matching filter, the EMCM approach 
expands not only the number of traces but also new physical dimensions consisting 
of three adjoined traces mathematically derived from the multiple model trace )(tmj . 
Three parameters affect the subtraction above: the filter length, the number of 
channels and the window size in the adaptive subtraction. It is essential to find 
appropriate parameters to effectively remove multiple events, and meanwhile 
preserve the primaries. 
Long filter length matches the data well and thus removes more data residual 
)(tp  during the subtraction. In theory, the residual drops to zero when the filter 
length is increased to infinity. It is therefore difficult to preserve the primary energy 
contained in the residual )(tp if the filter length is too long. Furthermore, long filter 
length is more likely to match the multiple model to primaries when primary and 
multiple events are close to each other. Thereby I recommend the adoption of a filter 
length which is the same as or slightly longer than the source signature. 
A multi-channel approach helps to suppress random noises and preserve the 
primaries through utilization of the lateral coherence of neighbouring traces. 
However, the quality of the multiple attenuation result does not always improve with 
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the increase of the number of matching channels. In practice, the lateral coherence 
decreases when the involving traces exceed a certain number (Spitz, 1999), and the 
key lies in the choice of the right channel number for different datasets. 
The window length influences the quality of the auto-correlation and 
cross-correlation that constitute the normal equation (Treitel, 1970) in the above 
least-squares problem. A long time window behaves like the adjacent traces to serve 
as the vertical coherence and helps to preserve the primaries consequently. 
Verschuur and Berkhout (1997) also suggested the adoption of long global filters to 
take care of the source signature. However, long windows enhance the risk of 
covering different-order multiples in one window, which will later affect the result of 
the conventional adaptive subtraction.  
I have conducted a large amount of experiments on several datasets using single 
channel, normal multi-channel, and the EMCM methods, in order to test the effects 
of the parameters mentioned above. The EMCM is generally better than 
single-channel and normal multi-channel matching methods. These experiments 
reveal that long window size and short filter length tend to produce a better result 
within the EMCM. 
Although a short matching filter can reduce the risk of matching the multiples 
to the primaries, it cannot eliminate all the multiple energy in just one step. Most 
iterative methods, such as steepest descent and conjugate gradients approaches, 
gradually give out the best solutions. Inspired by the steepest decent method, I 
propose to perform the EMCM filter iteratively so as to optimize the de-multiple 
result.  
To clearly explain the approach, I use the simple signal-channel filter as an 
example: 
)(~)()()( tmtftdtp ∗−= ,                        (4.2) 
where )(~ tm  is the multiple model. The iterative approach can be defined as 
)(~)()()( tmtftdtp iii ∗−= ,                       (4.3) 
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where i is the iteration number. The multiple model is generated in the multiple 
prediction phase, for i = 1, )(~)(~1 tmtm = , and for i >1,  
)()()(~ 1 tptdtm ii −−= .                       (4.4) 
The implementation of iteration increases the actual filter length. Take a 
three-iteration application for example,  
)(~*)(*)(*)()()( )1()2()3()3( tmtftftftdtp −= ,             (4.5) 
where the actual matching filter after the third iteration is )(*)(*)( )1()2()3( tftftf . If 
we set the filter length in each iteration as l  (samples), the final filter length will be 
23 −l , much longer than the original setting. We already know from the above 
discussion that longer matching filters eliminate more multiple energy, and the 
remaining energy after multiple attenuation can be further reduced by the iterations. 
We may thereby select the best approximate result. This approach implements 
iterations in the subtraction step and is therefore numerically cheap, while similar 
concepts, such as iterative SRME and MPI, adopt iterations in the expensive 
multiple modelling step.  
In the Pluto synthetic data (Figure 4.1a) there are several orders of multiples, 
while the second-order water-bottom multiple are weak in amplitude compared to 
the first-order one. The multiple model (Figure 4.1b) obtained by conventional 
spatial convolution has predicted the position of the multiples precisely, compared 
with the multiple energy in the original input data, which proves its kinematical 
correctness. However, it is also quite obvious that the energy of the second and 
high-order multiples is relatively higher than that of the first-order ones in the model. 
I partially zoom in three different demultiple results shown in Figures 4.1c, 4.1d 
and 4.1e, and use white arrows to point out the differences between them in Figures 
4.2a, 4.2b and 4.2c, respectively. The zoom-in area is located in the white frame in 
the middle of Figure 4.1a. Figures 4.1c and 4.2a show the multiple-attenuation result 
through application of the EMCM subtraction after the first iteration, while Figures 
4.1e and 4.2c are the results after three iterations. The filter parameters used in the 
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EMCM method are: channels = 3, window length = 3500 ms, and filter length = 32 
ms. Figures 4.1d and 4.2b is a relatively long filter approach: channels = 3, window 
length = 3500 ms, and filter length = 96 ms.  
We can observe from the comparison that both the long-filter and the iterative 
approaches contribute to better attenuation of the multiple energy. As discussed 
before, the iteration increases the filter length effectively. In this case, the iterative 
approach (Figure 4.2c) has an equivalent filter length of 96 ms, the same as the 
long-filter approach (Figure 4.2b), but obtains a better attenuation result as the long 
filter has more chances to match multiple model to primary events. Some artefacts 
(at around 1 km, 4.3 s; 12–15 km, 2.3 s) can be observed in Figures 4.1d and 4.2b 
due to the above-mentioned reasons. 
Figure 4.2 also shows the attenuated multiple energy. The multiples have been 
fully suppressed, but unfortunately some primary energy between 2.7 and 3 s are 
wrongly removed along with multiples. However, the iterative approach (Figure 4.2c) 
performs better than the one with long-filter (Figure 4.2b) as it attenuates less 
primary energy and produces fewer artefacts. 
In the adaptive subtraction above, the EMCM filter with a long window length 
(3500 ms) is applied and the two orders of water-bottom multiples are included in a 
single time window. Some artefacts, at around 18 km, 2.2 s (inside the elliptical 
circle), are produced along with the first-order water-bottom multiples, while the 
second-order ones are over-subtracted because of the low amplitude, especially 
between 18 and 20 km at 2.9 s. Similar problems can also be observed between 26 
and 28 km at 1.7 and 2.5 s (inside the elliptical circle). This leads to the following 
two schemes to further improve the effectiveness of multiple subtraction. 
.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
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(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
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Figure 4.1. Application of iterative EMCM. (a) Stack section of the Pluto synthetic 
data. (b) Predicted multiple model with all the orders. (c) Multiple attenuation result 
by the EMCM method with short filter length (window=3500ms, filter=32ms) after 
the first iteration, and (d) with long filter length (window=3500ms, filter=96ms), (e) 
by using the EMCM filter three times (window=3500ms, filter=32ms). (f) The 
attenuated energy (i.e. the difference between a and e) by the iterative EMCM 
method. 
  
(a) 
  
(b) 
  
(c) 
Figure 4.2. Partial zoom-in of application of iterative EMCM: attenuation result (left) 
and attenuated energy (right). (a) Multiple attenuation result by the EMCM method 
with short filter length (window=3500ms, filter=32ms) after the first iteration, and (b) 
with long filter length (window=3500ms, filter=96ms), (c) by using the EMCM filter 
three times (window=3500ms, filter=32ms). 
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4.3 Multiple subtraction with a masking filter 
One of the fundamental assumptions in the adaptive subtraction (equation 4.1) 
is that the multiple-free primaries have the minimum energy. To circumvent this 
limitation in the conventional adaptive subtraction, Spitz (1999), and Guo (2003) 
introduced pattern-based algorithms which employed an f-x domain prediction error 
filter (PEF) of the primaries to constrain the energy minimization. Guitton et al. 
(2001) presented a similar algorithm in the t-x domain and calculated the primaries 
directly through inversion instead of adaptive subtraction. I, inspired by the idea of 
pattern-based multiple attenuation methods, adopt a mask on the data in the research 
to achieve a similar objective.  
Conventionally, some mask windows are employed to protect the primary 
energy, but it is rather difficult even for an experienced processor to identify the 
specific area to be masked. Previously, Zhou and Greenhalgh (1994, 1996), Landa et 
al. (1999) and Wang (2003b) applied the masking filters respectively in the f-k 
domain and Radon transform domain multiple attenuation. Guitton (2005) employed 
a masking operator in the pattern-based multiple attenuation method, which defined 
the operator as a diagonal matrix filled with zeros and ones. This helps to preserve 
the signal where there are no multiples.  
Our approach adopts a non-linear masking filter, Φ , to preserve the primary 
energy in the t-x domain. It is adaptive in the sense that the gain function is 
dependent on the input data, and defined as a Butterworth-type function.   
n
A
B 21
11
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡+
−=
ε
φ  ,                       (4.6) 
where B  is the amplitude of the multiple model, A  is the amplitude of the original 
input section, n  is the parameter used to control the smoothness of the filter, and 
ε  is a weighting factor. The original input data can be divided into two parts with 
the constraint of the masking filterΦ : d)1( Φ− , the primary energy uncontaminated 
by multiples, and dΦ , the multiple energy with partly remaining primary energy. 
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We may call the first part ‘safe data’ and the second ‘objective data’. The so-called 
safe data will not be involved in the adaptive subtraction step.  
The masking filter follows the idea of pattern-based methods and helps to tackle 
the theoretical weakness of conventional adaptive subtraction. It may still bring 
about much improvement although theoretically not as ideal as the patterns. Most 
importantly, it is straightforward and easy to implement on all kinds of datasets. 
 
4.4 Multiple attenuation according to orders 
The up-going waves are sometimes reflected back for more than once in 
seismic acquisition, which produces multiples with higher orders. This is particularly 
true for shallow marine data. Multiples with the same order normally have similar 
amplitude and phases, and multiples with different order may differ in properties 
because of the absorption and reflectivity. This makes it almost impossible to create 
a multiple model with the right property ratios between different order multiple 
events, and the effect will then pass on to the adaptive subtraction step. For example, 
a matched filter iΛ  can be calculated to shape the multiple model iM~  for an event 
of ith order multiple iM ,  
iii MM
~Λ=                           (4.7) 
and similarly, another matching filter jΛ  exists for an event of j-th order multiple 
jM  
jjj MM
~Λ= .                         (4.8) 
Matrices represent data and filters in the frequency domain in equations (4.4) 
and (4.5). The two matching filters iΛ  and jΛ  are distinct from each other as the 
properties of iM  and jM  are normally different. Consequently, at least one of 
these two events cannot be well subtracted, as only one matching filter is produced 
in one time window during the adaptive subtraction. 
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It is common to cover different order multiples in one window in the case of 
shallow water or long matching window, and this certainly hampers the effect of 
matching filter. No efficient method is available so far to adjust the properties of 
different order multiples in the model due to the difficulties in distinguishing them. 
The traditional alternative is to adjust the window length of the subtraction, so that it 
can cover only one order of multiple at a time. However, this method has two 
disadvantages. First, this approach forces us to select short window lengths while a 
long one is preferred during the adaptive subtraction. Secondly, it still cannot handle 
the mixed-order multiples located below the water-bottom ones as they cannot be 
distinguished by time differences. The multiple prediction through inversion (MPTI) 
method (Wang, 2003a, 2007) can refine the dynamic properties of the model of 
different order multiples and thus improve the subtraction outcome. However, the 
result is not always satisfactory as it still subtracts all orders of multiples in one step.  
I propose, in the research, a new strategy to solve this problem. It produces the 
multiple models for each single order and then subtracts them from the original data 
separately. Theoretically, the approach can fundamentally solve the mixed-order 
multiple problem. 
The scheme, based on the principle of SRME, is ideal for some complex cases 
where SRME cannot obtain the optimum results. It is a refining procedure of SRME 
and can be divided into two steps. The first step, prediction of different order 
multiple models, can be formulated as 
PPM =1~ ,                            (4.9) 
and 
ii MPM
~~
1 =+ ,                         (4.10) 
where 1
~M  is the first-order multiple model, iM
~  is the ith-order multiple model and 
P  is the input multiple-free data which can be obtained by any multiple attenuation 
method. As the start of the whole procedure, it needs not to be precise because the 
major obstacle of mixed-order multiples during adaptive subtraction is the 
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over-subtraction of high-order multiples. As long as we have suppressed most of the 
multiples, the effect of remaining ones in P  can be ignored during the modelling. 
The second step is adaptive subtraction where different order multiples are 
subtracted separately. Theoretically, the sequence of subtraction will make no 
difference, but subtracting high order multiples first may give a slightly better result 
in practice. This is because high order multiples locate at a deeper position and 
subtracting them first will make less impact on low-order multiples. 
We can see from the description that the method is straightforward but 
expensive. The computing time increases linearly with the increase of the number of 
models we build. Therefore, I only recommend its use where conventional SRME 
fails. Furthermore, we can simply use PPM =1~  and PMM =h~  in the adaptive 
subtraction when only the first and second order multiples are obvious in a specific 
dataset. M  is the attenuated multiple we get at the beginning and hM
~  is the second 
and high-order multiple model. This simplification makes the method efficient and 
easy to use. 
In this approach, the adaptive subtraction may be expressed as 
( )hMMDP ~~ 1 +Λ−= ,                         (4.11) 
where D is the original data set. The subtraction can be implemented in sequence as 
hMDP
~* 1Λ−= ,                          (4.12) 
12
~* MPP Λ−= .                          (4.13) 
I adopt the iterative EMCM on equations (4.12) and (4.13) in order to optimize 
the demultiple result. By this means, the remaining energy after multiple attenuation 
can be reduced gradually by the iterations. 
 
4.5 Applications 
4.5.1 Synthetic data applications 
In the previous sections, I have discussed three strategies for multiple 
subtraction: iterative EMCM filtering, application of masking filters before 
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subtraction, and subtraction according to orders. Altogether they may improve the 
multiple attenuation result, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
A masking filter divides the original data (Figure 4.1a) into two parts based on 
the multiple model (Figure 4.1b). Figure 4.3a is the part of the primary energy which 
must be preserved, and Figure 4.3b is the remaining energy which includes all the 
multiples. Figure 4.3a is not involved in the subtraction process at all, and Figure 
4.3b is the input dataset for various subtraction experiments.  
Figure 4.3c is the multiple-attenuation result, in which the second and higher 
order multiples are suppressed from Figure 4.3b. The model of second and higher 
order multiples is calculated in equation (4.10), where matrices P  and 1M  are 
shot gathers corresponding to stack sections Figures 4.1d and 4.1e, respectively. 
The first-order multiple model can be generated with equation (4.9), in which 
matrix P  is shot gathers corresponding to Figure 4.1d. Figure 4.3d is the result 
after further attenuation of the first-order multiples. All orders of multiples are 
attenuated up to this point, and only the primary energy remains. Figure 4.3e is the 
final result, the sum of the preserved primary energy (Figure 4.3a) and demultiple 
result of Figure 4.3d. We can see that the multiple events are thoroughly suppressed 
without introducing any artefacts, and the continuity of primary events is well 
retained as well (inside the elliptical circle). 
Figure 4.3f shows the total attenuated energy, the difference between Figure 
4.1a and Figure 4.3e. The wrongly attenuated primary events observed in Figure 4.1e 
do not appear in this figure (inside the elliptical circle), which indicates that these 
two schemes together can improve the preservation of primaries in multiple 
subtraction.  
Figure 4.3g indicates the result of the conventional short-window approach to 
handle the mixed-orders problem. I use the output of the second iteration of SRME 
as the multiple model because it has the similar costs, and change the window length 
to 800 ms to avoid covering different order multiples in one window. For a better 
comparison, I employ the same masking filter as in the previous approach. The 
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subtraction, however, cannot well preserve primaries as the time window is not long 
enough to serve as a sufficient constraint. Figure 4.3h shows the attenuated energy 
where strong primary events can be observed.  
Figure 4.4 shows the zoom-in of Figures 4.3e–h, in which white arrows point to 
the events of interest for better comparison. The zoom-in areas are indicated by the 
white frames in Figure 4.1d. The arrow at the left-bottom corner points to the 
multiple event in Figures 4.4c and 4.4d, and all the other arrows point to the 
primaries which shall be reserved. These figures clearly show that the subtraction 
according to orders does have some advantages than the iterative SRME with short 
window. 
 
4.5.2 Real data applications 
Figure 4.5a is the stack profile of a real marine seismic dataset, acquired in an 
area with relatively deep water. It contains the free-surface multiples with three 
different orders covering the primaries. Figure 4.5b is the result of conventional 
adaptive subtraction with masking filter. It may be observed that strong reflections 
between 0.9 s and 1.0 s cause some artefacts below the layers during the adaptive 
subtraction. In addition, some primaries are partially attenuated around the area by 
mistake, and some high-order multiples (located at 40-70 km; 1.6 s and 2.0 s) have 
been over-subtracted. 
Figure 4.5c is the multiple-attenuation result with the masking and subtracting in 
orders. The iterative EMCM filter is used in subtraction. Figures 4.5d and 4.5e show 
the multiple energy attenuated from Figure 4.5b (difference of Figures 4.5a and 4.5b) 
and Figure 4.5c respectively. The new method has removed the aliases below the 
unconformable layers and well preserved the primary energy while removing more 
multiples.  
Figure 4.6a shows another dataset from the North Sea. Up to four orders 
surface-related multiples exist with extremely strong energy for each order, and the 
dips increase for higher order multiples. The period of multiples is quite short in the 
relatively flat area, which makes the adaptive subtraction even harder. Moreover, it 
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is almost impossible to recover the primary energy underneath the strong multiples, 
especially for the first order ones. 
Two conventional approaches are carried out with long and short window 
length respectively for the purpose of comparison. As indicated in Figure 4.6b, the 
long window approach involves different order multiples in one window and the 
multiples are not thoroughly eliminated. On the other hand, Figure 4.6c indicates 
that the over aggressive short window approach has mistakenly suppressed much 
primary energy. 
The multiple attenuation according to orders approach is fairly successful in 
this case. Figure 4.6d is the result of the new scheme with different order multiples 
removed completely and the primary events well preserved. It uses the same 
parameters as the conventional long window approach. We can see from Figure 4.6e 
that almost no primary energy has been suppressed when the strong multiple energy 
is attenuated. 
 
4.6 Conclusions  
In this chapter I successfully improve multiple attenuation through the 
following three schemes: 
(1)  Iterative EMCM filtering. The EMCM filter enables a long window with a 
short length filter to give a satisfactory result for most cases. Its iterative application 
may improve the multiple attenuation result. 
(2) Multiple subtraction with a masking filter. Such a masking filter can 
preserve most part of the primary energy from the raw data before subtraction. The 
multiple subtraction is then performed on the remaining part of the data. As a result, 
multiples can be fully attenuated and the primaries better preserved. 
(3) Multiple attenuation according to orders. Different order multiples have 
different properties due to the absorption rate and reflectivity. I suggest subtracting 
them separately according to their orders, so as to obtain accurate multiple models 
with correct kinematics and dynamic properties, as well as a more accurate matching 
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filter. Consequently, the result of multiple attenuation may be improved.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
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(g) 
 
(h) 
Figure 4.3. Application of the masking filter and subtraction according to orders. (a) 
Preserved primary energy. (b) The remaining primaries and multiples after masking. 
(c) The result after the second and higher order multiple attenuation. (d) The further 
result after the first-order multiple attenuation. (e) The final demultiple result, the 
combination of a and d, and (f) the attenuated multiple energy. (g) The result of the 
conventional short-window (800ms) adaptive subtraction, and (h) the attenuated 
multiple energy. 
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(a) 
  
(b) 
  
(c) 
  
(d) 
Figure 4.4. Partial zoom-in of Figure 4.3: attenuation result (left) and attenuated 
energy (right). (a), (c) The result of the conventional short-window (800ms) adaptive 
subtraction; (b), (d) the result of adopting the masking filter and subtraction 
according to orders. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
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(e) 
Figure 4.5. A multiple-attenuation example of CNOOC dataset. (a) Stack profile of 
raw data. Multiple attenuation result by (b) using conventional adaptive subtraction 
with masking filter and (c) using subtraction according to orders and the iterative 
EMCM filtering with masking filter. (d) The difference between a and b, and (e) the 
difference between a and c. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
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(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 4.6 The comparison of multiple attenuation results of the TGS dataset: the 
stack profile of (a) raw input data, multiple attenuation result using iterative EMCM 
method on all order multiples with (b) a long time window approach (the parameters 
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are: window length=2.0 s, filter length=24 ms). (c) A short time window approach 
(the parameters are: window length=0.2 s, filter length=24 ms), (d) multiple 
attenuation according to their orders (with same parameters as b), and (e) the 
difference between a and d. 
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Chapter 5  
3D seismic multiple attenuation 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Wave-equation based multiple attenuation techniques are totally data-driven 
which require no a priori knowledge of the subsurface. They can produce relatively 
accurate multiple models without the information of reflectivity, subsurface structures 
and velocities. However, the methods require the data, as the input of the schemes, to 
be dense, regular and, most importantly, with one shot at each receiver position. 2D 
SMA methods are very successful in marine processing, as 2D marine data can be 
easily modified to meet the requirements. They only perform well on data with nearly 
flat sea floor and subsurface layers in the crossline direction. In most marine 
acquisitions, 3D effects can be observed in some area with complex structures, and 
the 2D SMA has to be extended to 3D in order to overcome these effects. 
Acquisition problems, such as inadequacies in crossline sampling, the aperture 
limitation in the crossline direction and irregularities in the acquisition geometry, 
usually exist in 3D datasets. As a consequence, it is difficult to implement the SMA 
methods to 3D datasets without proper preprocessing procedures. Mainly two kinds of 
methodologies are employed to tackle the problems. One is to apply interpolation and 
extrapolation on the input data to create the missing streamers and shot lines for the 
3D spatial convolution. The other is to adopt inversion algorithms for multiple 
attenuation without interpolation and extrapolation. 
Interpolation is a straightforward solution for the inadequately sampled 
crosslines. It is usually applied between neighboring shot gathers to obtain the 
geometry with a source located at each receiver position. Among the methods, DMO 
is a relatively fast approach with reasonable accuracy (Baumstein and Hadidi, 2004; 
Maston et al., 2004), but it relies much on the accuracy of the velocity. Even given the 
precise velocity, it is still hard to accurately interpolate the multiple events in the data 
and this will lead to inaccuracy in modeling higher order multiples. The prediction 
error filter (PEF) is another commonly implemented interpolation method which is 
inversion-based and predicts the data with a white noise error assumption (Abma and 
Claerbout, 1995). It performs well for linear events, but can only be implemented on 
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the data with a regular geometry. Another group of methods adopt Fourier or Radon 
transform to regulate and interpolate the sparely-sampled data (Duijndam et al., 1999; 
Hindriks and Duijndam, 2000), among which the anti-leakage Fourier transform 
(ALFT) is proved to be efficient in handling the irregular geometry (Xu et al., 2005). 
In summary, all the interpolation schemes add considerable expenses to the prediction 
procedure as the volume of data is dramatically increased afterwards. 
Instead of using interpolation, Van Dedem and Verschuur (2005) proposed to 
extract the required 3D information from the available coarsely sampled multiple 
contributions via a high-resolution Radon transform in the crossline direction. In their 
approach, the sparse inversion is adopted as a constraint of the Radon transform. 
Although it works well in fairly complex situations, the numerical cost is still too high 
for production processing due to the large-scale equation solution and the huge 
amount of iterations. Hokstad and Sollie (2006) introduced a similar sparse inversion 
approach based on a parabolic Radon transform in the f-x domain.  Compared with 
the time domain approach, it is more efficient but incapable to impose sparseness in 
the time direction, as demonstrated by Schonewille et al. (2004). Both approaches 
may fail in the area with rapid crossline changes, as rather few traces in crossline are 
involved in the processing. 
I propose a 3D surface-related multiple prediction (SRMP) strategy which works 
on all the streamers of one sail line in this chapter. In the approach, I follow the 
non-interpolation strategies but try to improve the efficiency and effectiveness. First, I 
adopt a semblance-threshold trajectory-stacking method to improve the efficiency of 
Radon transform in the crossline direction, and then, I introduce an energy-spectrum 
approach to accurately locate the reflection points so as to extract required 
information for the 3D multiple prediction. The method is demonstrated by synthetic 
datasets and tested by real 3D marine data. 
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5.1.1 The 3D marine seismic acquisition 
 
 
Figure 5.1 The 3D marine acquisition.  
 
Currently towed-streamer acquisition is widely used for marine seismic 
exploration. The number and length of streamers have been increased to produce more 
sufficient 3D seismic data. Figure 5.1 indicates an acquisition with a conventional 
flip-flop dual-source and eight towed streamers. The distance between two 
neighboring streamers is normally 100m and the sailline distance is half of the 
crossline aperture.  
During the acquisition, the 3D effects of the water-bottom and subsurface 
structures can be involved. The conventional 2D seismic processing procedures 
assume no dips in the crossline direction to omit the 3D effects. In practice, the dips 
of water-bottom and geologic subsurface structures cannot be ignored in both inline 
and crossline directions. Figure 5.2 shows the 3D effects in CMP gathers. The events 
in CMP gathers are symmetric under 2D assumption, i.e. the apexes of events are in 
the middle of the gather. Quite a few events offsetting from the middle of the gathers 
can be observed in the figure as evidences of the 3D effects, which should be 
considered in every processing step for a more reliable 3D perspective in the 
investigated area. 
 
In-line 
crossline 
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Figure 5.2 Sample CMP gathers with 3D effects.  
 
The 3D effect is very important for multiple prediction. The widely used 2D 
SRME (Berkhout and Verchuur, 1992) only considers the multiple contributions 
along the inline direction in the spatial convolution. However, multiple contributions 
also lie along crossline direction apart from the inline direction as shown in Figure 5.3. 
Multiple contributions in both directions should be involved in the prediction in order 
to produce an accurate multiple model.  
 
Figure 5.3 A description of 3D multiple contributions 
Source Receiver 
Multiple Contributions 
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As discussed in chapter 2, the 3D extension of 2D SRME is straightforward with 
dense and regularly-sampled 3D seismic data. In the following sections, I will first 
clarify the key issue in the 3D SRMP, which is, the effect of the sparse-sampled and 
short-aperture crossline acquisition. I will then go on to further analyze how to tackle 
the problems and propose my tactic. 
 
5.1.2 The Fresnel zone in multiple prediction 
Dragoset and Jericevic (1998) used Kirchhoff integral, a mathematical statement 
of Huygens’ Principle, to clearly explain the principle of the surface related multiple 
prediction. In their theory, the multiples in one single trace are the Kirchhoff integral 
of all the multiple contributions related to either the source or receiver of the trace 
(equation 5.1). The multiple contributions are termed as the reflection points at the 
water surface between the source and receiver, while the reflection points act as 
sources in Huygens’ Principle. This is the physical foundation of the SRME method. 
The Huygens’ Principle can also explain the requirement of a dense sampling 
acquisition in both inline and crossline direction. In the principle, every point on a 
returning wavefront is the result of many smaller wavefronts added together. The first 
Fresnel zone is the subsurface area contributing most visibly to each point on a 
returning wavefront, where coherently arrived reflection contributions reinforce each 
other. As shown in Figure 5.4, OA2 , the first Fresnel zone is the greatest contribution 
to the seismic arrivals. 
Figure 5.5 illuminates the contribution of the Fresnel zone while summing up the 
neighboring traces in a gather. Outside, peaks and troughs tend to cancel each other 
and thus make little net contribution (Sheriff, 1996). A densely sampled seismic 
gather has enough traces to reinforce the wavelet near the apexes of the events, and 
meanwhile cancel the contributions far away from the apexes. By this means, the 
Kirchhoff integral of all the multiple contributions can now be simplified as the 
summation of the contribution gathers, and thus an accurate multiple model is built up 
trace by trace. The Fresnel zone will lose its effect if the input gather has sparse 
spatial sampling (Van Dedem and Verchuur, 2005).  
Table 5.1 shows the comparison between the conventional acquisition and the 
requirements for the Fresnel zone to take effect. The common acquisition cannot meet 
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the requirements, and therefore, we must provide data dense enough for the Fresnel 
zone or find a proper approach to replace it. 
 
  3D SRME requirements Conventional acquisition 
Number of cables 80  8  
Crossline aperture 2100 m 700 m  
Sailline spacing 50 m 400 m 
Data volume 240x 1x 
Table 5.1 the comparison between the 3D SRME requirements and the marine 
acquisition  
 
Figure 5.4 The indication of the first Fresnel zone.  
  
Figure 5.5 The indication of the contribution of the first Fresnel zone (Sheriff, 1996). 
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5.1.3 3D surface-related multiple prediction 
In the frequency domain, 3D SRMP can be described for each frequency 
component ω  using the formula (Van Dedem and Verchuur, 2005): 
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where the predicted multiple trace is ),,,,( ωssrr yxyxM , and ),( ss yx  and ),( rr yx  
are the shot and receiver position of an input trace respectively. The summation of 
equation (5.1) can be divided into two steps: the summation in the inline direction just 
like the 2D SRME approach: 
∑=
kx
kkxyky yxMyM ),,(),( ωω ,                       (5.2) 
and the summation in the cross-line direction: 
∑=
ky
kyssrr yMyxyxM ),(),,,,( ωω .                      (5.3) 
The multiple contribution summation in the inline gathers is easy to achieve because 
of the dense spatial sampling in the inline direction. I will start from the second step 
where the multiple contribution gathers are sparsely sampled in the crossline 
direction. 
Like other non-interpolation strategies (Van Dedem and Verchuur, 2005; 
Hokstad and Sollie 2006), I propose an approach to replace the Fresnel zone stacking. 
The main function of the method is to extract the multiple contributions with accuracy 
and efficiency. We can then make full use of the multiple contributions and omit the 
data requirements for the Fresnel zone. 
 
5.2 Multiple contributions trajectories stacking 
As discussed in the last section, we can automatically extract the locations of 
Fresnel zones by simply stacking the gathers even without a priori information. 
However, the characteristics of the Fresnel zone are only reliable on spatially dense 
data. To clarify this, I compare the Fresnel zone summations of sparse and dense 
gathers in figure 5.6c and d, and find that sparse-sampling summation is far from 
satisfactory for multiple prediction. Nevertheless, given the trajectory information of 
the multiple contribution gathers, the trajectory stacking produces an almost identical 
result as the summation of dense sampling gathers (Figure 5.6e). In the following 
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sections therefore, I aim at extracting the correct trajectory information of the multiple 
contributions from sparse crossline gathers instead of building up spatially dense 
gathers. I employ generalized Radon transform (GRT) in crossline direction to locate 
the apexes and extract the curvature of the multiple contributions. The trajectories can 
then be defined and the trajectory stacking adapted to replace the Fresnel zone 
summation. 
 
 
(a)                  (b)            (c)      (d)      (e) 
Figure 5.6 The indication of trajectory stacking. (a) The sparse multiple contribution 
gather; (b) the dense multiple contribution gather; (c) the contribution summation of 
(a); (d) the contribution summation of (b); (e) the trajectory stacking of (a). 
 
5.2.1 Parameterization of crossline multiple contributions 
Like the inline direction, the crossline multiple contributions also have an 
approximate hyperbolic trajectory when the water bottom is nearly flat. In practice 
however, the trajectories of the multiple contribution events are no longer perfectly 
hyperbolic. For example, the trajectories will deviate from hyperbolic curves in 
existence of some dipping structures in the crossline direction. In their numerical 
experiments, Van Dedem and Verchuur (2005) came to the conclusion that the 
hyperbolic trajectory assumption is valid for the parameterization of the crossline 
multiple contribution events in most cases (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.7 The multiple contribution distribution in crossline direction. (Redraw from 
Van Dedem and Verchuur, 2005) 
 
To define the trajectory of a multiple contribution event, we need information 
such as the time location, lateral spatial location of the apex and the curvature of the 
event. The crossline multiple contributions can consequently be parameterized with 
three parameters:  
(1) the intercept time τ  for the time location of the apex, 
(2) the location 0y  for the lateral spatial location of the apex, and 
(3) the slowness p  which is the square root of the hyperbolic curvature of the 
trajectory.  
 
5.2.2 Generalized Radon transform (GRT) 
With the parameterization defined, the transformation from the data space 
),( tyd k  to the model space ),,( 0ypm τ  can be achieved with the following linear 
operation: 
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where dNk ,,1 L= , and dN  is the number of data points.  
Compared with the conventional Radon transform implemented on 2D CMP 
Crossline offset 
T
im
e  
Multiple contribution 
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gathers, GRT has an additional degree of freedom 0y  along the lateral location. 
Following Thorson and Claerbout (1985), the GRT can be defined as an inverse 
problem in the time domain. Hokstad and Sollie (2003) suggested a frequency-domain 
solution to this inverse problem using the scheme of Sacchi et al. (1998) to improve 
the efficiency.  
The transform can ideally map spatially dense data with large aperture to model 
space. In practice however, very limited number of crossline contributions can serve 
as the input for the transformation. This introduces severe aliasing and smearing 
artifacts in the model space. Both time-domain and frequency-domain approaches 
employ Cauchy sparse inversion to tackle this problem, but the sparse inversion gives 
out good result only after a big amount of iterations, and therefore it is numerically 
expensive for real-size 3D seismic data. In the following section, I will use the 
efficient trajectory-stacking GRT to replace the sparse inversion. 
 
5.2.3 The trajectory-stacking generalized Radon transform 
When it was first proposed, the Radon transform is the integral of a function over 
certain curves (including straight lines). A straightforward approximation of the 
integral is the stacking along the predefined trajectories for the application on seismic 
data. Simple as it is, the approach only works well for the input t-x gathers with 
adequate far offset. Otherwise, the smears are severe in the transformed domain. A 
semblance threshold (Stoffa et al., 1981) is therefore implemented on sub-arrays to 
weigh the corresponding trajectory-stacking and proved to be effective especially for 
sparse input data. 
 
Semblance threshold 
The semblance function has been widely applied in detecting coherent events 
across an array (Taner and Koehler, 1969), and it is defined as  
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where ky  stands for the value of the k-th sample along a trajectory through the t-x 
gather, and W is a spatial window containing a certain number of samples along the 
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trajectory. From equation (5.5), we can see that semblance function yields a value 
(between 0 and 1) for each sample. The semblance amplitude for the sample inside a 
coherent window is high. The semblance function can therefore be adopted as a 
weighting function for the trajectory-stacking Radon transform. The amplitude of a 
more coherent trajectory can be better preserved and the alias caused by non-coherent 
events suppressed with its help. In addition, a threshold can be defined to further 
eliminate the effect of non-coherent trajectories as the semblance less than the 
threshold is set to zero. As a consequence, no contribution comes from those 
non-coherent trajectories and the smears can be removed.  
 
The expanded Gauss-Seidel method 
A fast semblance-weighted Gauss-Seidel method (Yilmaz and Taner, 1994) was 
proposed to approximate the inversion-based time-domain hyperbolic Radon 
transform. It implements trajectory-stacking instead of inversion and is therefore 
computationally very efficient. Moreover, it is flexible to adopt the stacking along 
either parabolic or hyperbolic trajectories. The following flow chart describes the 
procedures of the Gauss-Seidel Radon transform: 
 
The method can be easily expanded for the GRT by including one more 
parameter 0y as the outer loop in the flow chart. One obvious drawback of the method 
is that earlier p parameter estimations will have more energy than later ones, and this 
leads to some biased smearing events in the model domain. Ng and Perz (2004) 
proposed to set p parameter estimation in the descending order of the p trace energy. 
It helps to achieve sparseness in p by assuring that the most significant p value 
Stack residual t-x gather along pi trajectory 
Apply semblance for threshold to the stack 
Subtract the trajectory to get residual t-x gather 
Accumulate p trace estimate 
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contains the strongest energy. It is proved to be successful on the 2D NMO-corrected 
CMP gathers.  
I expand Ng and Perz’s strategy to GRT by involving the new dimension 0y in the 
ordering. After the two-dimension ordering, the points with the coordinate of p and 
0y  are on the descending order of their energy, following which the trajectory 
stacking GRT is performed. In this way, the approach not only works well for densely 
sampled input data, but also avoids the artifacts and smearing caused by a sparse one. 
 
5.3 Energy spectrum for trajectory-stacking GRT  
The expanded Gauss-Seidel GRT has some advantages over the conventional 
approach, yet it costs more computing resources due to the time-consuming 2D 
ordering. In most cases, the simple trajectory-stacking with semblance threshold is 
sufficient to obtain a good GRT and saves much computing time. It avoids energy 
losing during the transform and is effective in removing the smearing and artifacts. 
Moreover, the approach performs well for input data with spatial sparseness. 
After implementing the effective trajectory-stacking GRT, it is still difficult to 
locate multiple reflection points (the apexes in the transform space) in the crossline 
direction. I propose a so-called energy spectrum method, built on the GRT model 
space, to make the apexes easy to recognize.  
The energy spectrum space, similar to the 3D GRT model space, has three 
parameters: intercept timeτ , slowness p and apex location 0y . Each point in the 
energy spectrum space is the summation of the energy of a cube centered at the point 
in the GRT model space, which can be formulated as 
∑∑∑
=
=
1 2 1
2
W W
N
k
kzE                           (5.6) 
where kz  are samples in the cube defined by W1, W2 and N in the GRT model space.  
The transformation is straightforward and effective, which can be described by 
the following flow chart: 
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In the energy spectrum, the energy blocks stand for the multiple contribution 
events. The method successfully avoids the effects of smearing and artifacts in the 
model space. A comparison between the energy spectra of densely and sparsely 
sampled input data shows trivial differences (Figure 5.8). I assume that the trajectory 
closest to the real event yields the largest stacking energy. Thereby, the largest value 
inside a block stands for the apex of a time-domain event. We can safely reconstruct 
the multiple contributions in the crossline direction with these apex locations.  
It is still challenging to accurately and automatically locate the apexes in the 
energy spectrum. I use a 3D edge detector, based on the Sobel operator (Appendix C), 
to distinguish the edges of the energy blocks, and then pick up the largest value inside 
the block. The numerical cost of the approach is fairly cheap as it avoids the 
inversions and no longer needs any iteration. Therefore, more dense p  and 0y  
parameters can be adopted to get more accurate results. 
 
5.4 From model space to multiple trace 
All the work on GRT aims to obtain the trajectory information of the multiple 
contributions in sparse crossline gathers. We can then adopt the information to 
produce the 3D multiple model. A straightforward strategy is to transfer the result in 
GRT model space back to t-x gathers with small trace intervals. The crossline 
summation (equation 5.3) will then be employed to yield the final prediction result, 
which is similar to those interpolation schemes.  
The stationary phase approximation (Wapenaar et al, 1992) was adopted to avoid 
the inverse transform of GRT by Van Dedem and Verchuur (2005). It was first 
Stack residual t-x gather along p trajectory 
Apply semblance for threshold to the stack 
Accumulate p trace estimate 
Calculate the energy spectrum  
Locate the apex positions in the energy spectrum 
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proposed for amplitude and phase correction on multiple prediction results, and its 
implementation in the model space can be described as 
)4/(2),( πω
πττ jcorr eqqF
−= .                      (5.7) 
The result of the correction function is then projected from model space directly to the 
multiple trace 
∑ ∑= max
min
max,0
min,0
0 ),,(),(),,,,(
q
q
y
y
corrssrrSRMP yqmtqFtyxyxM τ .           (5.8) 
Different from the two approaches, the new strategy I propose makes use of the 
trajectory-stacking GRT result. We may, after GRT, obtain not only the trajectory 
information of crossline multiple contributions in the energy spectrum, but also the 
stacking results of all possible trajectories. A mapping between the locations of 
apexes and the GRT model space can easily yield the predicted multiple trace. We 
only need the length of the source wavelet for a precise stacking wavelet. An 
approximation of the wavelet length is feasible as well as the wavelet is relatively less 
important than the kinetic position for multiple prediction.  
This step concludes the whole 3D SRMP procedure. Without interpolation, the 
trajectory-stacking replaces the Fresnel summation for the spatially sparsely 
distributed crossline multiple contributions.  
 
5.5 Applications 
5.5.1 Synthetic examples 
I test two synthetic CMP gathers to illustrate the effect of the new approach. It is 
a 3D strategy that works in the crossline direction, but a simplified 2D approach is 
adopted to better explain the whole process.  
Figure 5.8a shows a synthetic CMP gather with 9 sparsely distributed traces, and 
Figure 5.8b describes a denser gather with 64 traces. As can be seen in Figure 5.8c 
and d, the results of trajectory-stacking Radon transform to both sparse and dense 
CMP gathers are almost identical without the threshold of semblance.  
Figure 5.8e, f shows that the threshold of semblance has done a good job in 
removing artifacts, especially in the τ  direction. However, the result is still not 
sufficient for us to accurately tell the locations of the apexes.  
The energy is focused upon each apex (Figure 5.8g, h) after the transformation 
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from GRT model space to its energy spectrum. Most importantly, the locations of the 
apexes are almost identical although the energy values of the according apexes are 
slightly different for the sparse and dense input. As a result, we can safely and 
accurately locate the apex positions in the crossline direction based on the energy 
spectrum information of the sparse input.  
I rebuild the sparse crossline with the location of the crossline apexes. Figure 
5.9b, d shows the rebuilt dense crossline multiple contributions. Compared with the 
dense input (Figure 5.9a, c), the position and curvature of the events are quite 
satisfactory despite some aliases of the amplitude and wavefield. 
Figure 5.10 is another synthetic dataset which has three events with the apexes 
located at a1 (τ =0.5s, p=555.6 sμ /m, y0=100m), a2 (τ =1.5s, p=400 sμ /m, y0=-100m) 
and a3 (τ =3.0s, p=250 sμ /m, y0=50m). The input gather is sparse and consists of 8 
traces (Figure 5.10a). The apexes are accurately located and the gather are hence well 
reconstructed after the processing, as shown in Figure 5.10c. The reconstruction is 
almost identical compared with the densely sampled input gather (Figure 5.10b). 
 
                      (a)                         (b) 
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                      (c)                        (d) 
 
                      (e)                        (f) 
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                     (g)                           (h) 
Figure 5.8 The example of trajectory-stacking GRT and energy spectrum. (a) Input 
sparse CMP gather, (b) input dense CMP gather; result of Radon transform (c) on 
sparse CMP gather without semblance, (d) on dense CMP gather without semblance, 
(e) on sparse CMP gather with semblance, and (f) on dense CMP gather with 
semblance; energy spectrum of (g) the sparse CMP gather, (h) the dense CMP gather. 
 
            (a)                         (b) 
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                 (c)                        (d) 
Figure 5.9 The result of reconstruction on sparse gathers. (a) A densely sampled input 
CMP gather, (b) the reconstructed sparsely sampled CMP gather (c) the densely 
sampled input CMP gather (near offsets), (d) the reconstructed sparsely sampled CMP 
gather (near offsets). 
 
(a)                     (b)                    (c) 
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Figure 5.10 The reconstruction of sparse gathers. (a) Sparse crossline multiple 
contributions, (b) ideal dense crossline multiple contributions, (c) the reconstructed 
crossline multiple contributions based on the sparse ones. 
 
5.5.2 Real data applications 
 
Figure 5.11 A typical multi-streamer geometry. (The S5R1 path is a good proxy for 
the absent out-of-plane shot S1R5, since the two paths share the same mid-point and 
have the same offset. Similarly, S2R5 is replaced by S5R2 and so on.)  
 
The marine acquisition, especially a single sailline, is inadequate for 
conventional 3D multiple prediction. In this section, I will introduce a strategy to 
implement the 3D SRMP scheme to the 3D data with only one sailline.  
I adopt an approach which finds good proxies for the missing traces instead of 
interpolation. A proxy trace must have the same offset, a similar CMP location and a 
similar azimuth angle as the real one in order to be qualified as “good”. I hope to 
predict multiples with first-order accuracy in multi-streamer geometry with those 
proxies for the missing traces. 
Figure 5.11 shows a multi-streamer acquisition system with one shotline and 
eight streamers. We need consider the contributions from all the possible multiple 
reflection points between S0 and R5 by cross-convolution, for the prediction of multiple 
from source S0 to receiver R5. For instance, we have to collect all the traces with 
sources located at Si (i=1…8) and receivers located at R5. In the figure, the thin solid 
Source Imaginary Source Receiver CMP location 
In-line 
crossline 
S1 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S5 
S6 
S7 
S0 
R1 
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R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
S8 R8 
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line represents the corresponding trace collected in the survey, and the thin dashed 
line stands for a missing trace in the survey. The objective is to find appropriate 
proxies for such missing traces in the survey.  
The common-midpoint (CMP), a well-known geophysical concept to meet the 
challenge, assumes that traces with the same CMP location and offset contain the 
same information about one location in the earth. The common midpoint assumption 
is a first-order approximation when the structure is not strictly flat, but it is still useful 
in our research for the substituting traces. The central streamer in Figure 5.11 is a 
special case, in which we can always find the substituting traces for the virtual ones 
with the same CMP location and offset, and therefore suitable for 3D SRMP. 
The TOTAL 3D marine dataset is one sail-line acquisition in the North Sea area, 
which has one source and 8 streamers as described in Appendix D. Figure 5.11 
describes the acquisition geometry approximately. Figure 5.13a and Figure 5.14a 
show the stack profiles of two streamers (No.4 and No.5) respectively. The dataset is 
processed by the strategies proposed in this chapter to include the 3D effects in the 
multiple prediction and subtraction.  
Figure 5.12a indicates a sample shot gather of the input No.5 streamer and (b), (c) 
represents the multiple models built by 2D and 3D SRMP respectively. We can see 
that more multiple events are more clearly modeled in the 3D result than the 2D one. 
The two models are then subtracted from the input data by the adaptive subtraction 
with the same parameters. As shown in Figure 5.13, the multiples are better 
eliminated in the 3D approach compared with the 2D one. This can be easily observed 
for the event of the water-surface multiples, but not quite obvious in other parts due to 
the relatively flat structure and shallow water depth. The figures are zoomed out in the 
white frame area for easier observation. 
Same things can be observed in Figure 5.14, which is another streamer, steamer 
No.4. Although the steamer is 75m from the center of the acquisition, the multiples 
have been well attenuated.   
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             (a)                   (b)                   (c) 
Figure 5.12 SRMP results on shot gathers. (a) A sample input shot gather of streamer 
5#, (b) the 2D SRMP result, (c) the 3D SRMP result.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
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(e) 
Figure 5.13 3D SRMP on TOTAL dataset-Streamer 5#. The stack profile of (a) raw 
streamer 5#, (b) the 2D SMA and (c) the 3D SMA results of streamer 5#, (d) the 
attenuated multiples in the 3D approach; (e) the zoom-out of the figures, (a) left-up, (b) 
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right-up, (c) right-down, (d) left-down. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
   
(d) 
Figure 5.14 3D SRMP on TOTAL dataset-Streamer 5#. The stack profile of (a) raw 
streamer 4#, (b) the 3D SMA results, (c) the attenuated multiples in the 3D approach; 
(d) the zoom-out of the figures, (a) left, (b) middle, (c) right. 
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5.6 Discussions 
3D SRMP involves one more dimension to locate the reflection points of 
multiples and is therefore physically more accurate than the 2D approach. With the 
experiences of 2D SMA, the adaptive subtraction performs well with kinematically 
correct multiple models. Therefore, the main objective of 3D SRMP is to ensure that 
the multiple model is kinematically correct. It is challenging though to locate the 
reflection positions of the multiples for the sparse multiple-contribution gathers in the 
crossline direction.  
I use GRT in the crossline direction instead of interpolation. Most GRT cannot 
perform well for sparse input, and the smearing and artifacts in the tau dimension 
affect the results badly. The semblance strategy is proved to be very effective in 
removing the smearing and artifacts. The trajectory-stacking GRT with semblance 
threshold is thus considered to be the best choice. Furthermore, the energy spectrum 
can eliminate some artifacts in model space and focus the energy near the apexes to 
make them more recognizable. 
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Chapter 6    
Parallel computing in multiple attenuation 
 
Some seismic processing procedures, such as migration and SMA, are numerically 
expensive. That is the reason behind the fact that the oil industry is one of the biggest 
consumers of the high performance computing systems. Parallel computing on computer 
clusters are commonly adopted to cut the computational time. In this chapter, I will first 
briefly review the techniques of clusters and parallel computing, and then introduce the 
algorithms developed in my research. 
 
6.1 Parallel computing 
A computer cluster is made up of a group of computers interconnected via a network 
technology, e.g. Ethernet. It behaves like a single high-performance super-computer by 
combining all the computational power and resources, and the computers are termed as 
nodes of the cluster. There are mainly three kinds of clusters: High-availability (HA) 
clusters, Load-balancing (LB) clusters and High-performance computing (HPC) clusters. 
Commonly used for computation-intensive applications such as scientific calculations, 
the HPC clusters split the computational tasks and allocate them in many different nodes 
to provide enhanced computing performance.   
The key advantage of clusters lies in their cost-effectiveness. They cost much less 
than a specialized super-computer at the same level of performance, and are more easily 
upgraded by the new workstations and wider network bandwidth. Meanwhile, they are 
considered to be sounder and simpler to maintain than super-computers, and easier to be 
integrated into an existing network.  
The HPC cluster for my experiments is a Beowulf cluster called “Piper”. Beowulf is 
a multi-computer architecture that can be used for parallel computations. It is a system 
which usually consists of one server node and one or more client nodes connected 
together via Ethernet or some other network. It is built up with commodity hardware 
components, like any PC capable of running a Unix-like operating system, with standard 
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Ethernet adapters and switches. The Piper has 8 nodes and runs a Red Hat Linux system, 
and each node contains two 2.4G Hz CPUs and 2GB memory.  
In practice, a straightforward solution to complete multi-tasks in a short time is to 
distribute the tasks. Parallelism means performing multiple actions simultaneously and 
hence more work can be done in the same amount of time. Parallel computing is the 
implementation of multiple processing units - either processors or parts of an individual 
processor - to solve a problem. It employs multiple processing units to operate 
concurrently on different parts of a problem, and the parts could be different tasks, or the 
same task on different portions of the data. 
Distributed parallelism can be achieved in several ways, among which the Massage-
Passing Interface (MPI) is the most popular one. MPI, as a language-independent 
communication protocol, has become a standard for communication among processes that 
model a parallel program running on a distributed memory system (Gropp et al., 1994; 
Pacheco, 1995). Proved to be crucial in the parallel computing, it can produce a scalable 
and portable parallel computing implementation with high performance. 
MPI is made up of a header file, a library of routines and a runtime environment. 
The library is composed of a series of routines which may be called from FORTRAN, C, 
C++ and many other languages.  Simple and efficient, these routines facilitate the task to 
write a parallel algorithm. 
The Piper employs MPI for the parallel computing applications while MPI adopts 
LAM (Local Area Multi-computer) for its implementation. LAM, a user-friendly system 
developed in Ohio Super-computing Centre for open implementation, is an MPI 
programming environment and development system for clusters. The adoption of 
LAM/MPI enables a cluster to be treated as a single machine with a high parallel 
computing performance.  
The clusters normally have a group of users, and their best performance can only be 
achieved with a proper management of the jobs. The Portable Batch System (PBS) is also 
open-source software like LAM/MPI. It is employed in Piper to manage the users and 
their jobs as a batch job and computer system resource management package. It can 
accept batch jobs (shell scripts with control attributes), preserve and protect the job before 
running, run the job, and deliver results to the submitter.  
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6.2 The parallel computing algorithms 
Gavrilov et al. (2000) implemented a so-called “embarrassingly parallel” on the 
depth migration. The parallel algorithm allocates the tasks to different processors so as to 
obtain the high performance by the combining usage of multi-computers. It collects and 
sums up the results for output after the tasks have been finished on individual processors.  
As the tasks are equally distributed over a group of processors, the speed of processing 
increases linearly along with the number of processors.  
A parallel algorithm normally consists of four stages: partitioning, communication, 
agglomeration and mapping (Pacheco, 1997). Partitioning is used to obtain a fine-grained 
decomposition of a problem, followed by communication to identify some interchange of 
data among tasks. Agglomeration can then make full use of the parallelism of parallel 
computers and enhance their efficiency by combining tasks, after which mapping will 
specify where each task is to be executed. Finally, the results will be collectively reduced 
for output.  
The multiple model prediction is the most time-consuming process in the surface 
related multiple attenuation (SMA), which necessitates the usage of a parallel algorithm 
to cut the computational time. In my research, I expand three of my codes - 2D, 3D 
SRMP and Multiple-Prediction through Inversion (MPTI) - into parallel ones with 
different strategies. I will discuss the strategies in detail in the following three sections: 
the data input, partitioning and the data output.   
 
6.2.1 The data input 
Two types of data input are adopted for my parallel algorithms. One is to read in a 
group of inline shot gathers which will be used by all the processors, e.g. 2D SRMP. The 
other is to read in one crossline shot gather each time for a single processor, e.g. 3D 
SRMP. Different strategies are designed for these two cases.  
All the processors start the execution simultaneously when they are allocated and the 
parallel program starts running. In the case of 8 processors, if processor 0 is used for 
collecting the input, all the other 7 processors will be idle until they receive the data from 
processor 0. Two approaches can improve the efficiency of input. One is reading in the 
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input simultaneously in all processors. Although it seems a waste of computing, the usage 
of all the processors will save the communication time. The other option is the collective 
communication, in which all processors read in a separate portion of the input data and 
then broadcast their part. Broadcasting is the process in which a single processor sends 
the same data to all the others. As a consequence, every processor will read in, broadcast 
and collect portions of the input data to finally form an integrate one.  
In most cases, the broadcast approach will be slightly faster if it is well coded. I test 
both approaches in the 2D SRMP and find no obvious differences on the efficiency. I 
therefore choose the simple and reliable code, where all the processors will read in the 
same group of shot gathers simultaneously. Reading in the input simultaneously is the 
only choice for the 3D SRMP as processors share no input. It is important though to 
ensure that each processor can find and read in the gather according to their identity (i.e. 
the number of the processor). This can be easily achieved by the execution of the basic 
set-up tasks (i.e. MPI_init, MPI_Comm_size, MPI_Comm_rank).  
 
6.2.2 Partitioning 
Partitioning plays a key role in a parallel algorithm to give each processor an even 
workload after the input. Data decomposition and functional decomposition are the two 
approaches to accomplish partition.  
The data decomposition splits the input into equal portions and distributes them 
among the processors. Apart from this phase, all the processors execute in the same 
operations until the final output step. The functional decomposition operates in a different 
way, where different functions are allocated in different processors and messages are 
adopted for the communications between functions. It involves complicated coding and 
inflexible number of processors. All of my parallel algorithms therefore employ the 
relatively simple and flexible data decomposition strategy due to the characteristic of 
applications.  
The partitioning for the 3D SRMP has already been achieved in the data input stage 
as one shot gather is read in each time for a processor. It is easy to obtain the equal 
distribution of the workload as the shot gathers are normally of the same size.  
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As for 2D SRMP, the spatial convolution is the most time-consuming part of the 
scheme. Berkhout and Versuur (1992) proposed to do the convolution in the f-x domain, 
where the spatial convolution is realized by the multiplication between matrices in each 
frequency. The approach is computationally efficient and facilitates the parallelism. The 
computation becomes independent for each frequency after the Fourier transform, and the 
data decomposition is thus safe to adopt at this stage. In my algorithm, the frequencies are 
split according to the number of processors and distributed to different processes. When 
all the processors finish their workload, the results can be reduced for the inverse Fourier 
transform to give out the final output.  
It is necessary to ensure that different processors have all finished their jobs properly 
before the reduction of their results. MPI_Barrier, a function served as a switch in the 
parallel computing, can be employed for the synchronization of all the processes in the 
communicator (COMM). The operations will hold until every processor has finished its 
task if MPI_Barrier is implemented in a certain step. 
 
6.2.3 The data output 
The output is required to be integrated after the paralleled operation, and it ought to 
be the same as the output of a conventional single-processor approach. The reduction 
operation, the inverse operation of partitioning, keeps the integrity of the data. In most 
cases, it is a necessary step before the data output. MPI_Reduce in MPI is the function for 
reduction that combines the data contributed by each process using a binary operation 
such as addition, max, min, logical, etc.  
Two options are available for the data output in 3D SRMP. First, as the output of 
each process is still a crossline shot gather, we may reduce the gathers into a group with 
the right order, and then output it via a single processor. Alternatively, we can also just 
output the gathers individually using each processor in a proper order. The former one is 
simpler but inefficient, while the latter needs relatively more complex coding. I choose 
the second approach to ensure the efficiency in my algorithm.  
The reduction is applied before the inverse Fourier transform in the algorithm for 2D 
SRMP and the algorithm is no longer parallel afterwards. Therefore, I choose to reduce 
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the results to a single processor which finishes all the remaining operations: the inverse 
Fourier transform and the data output. 
 
6.3 Discussions 
The parallelism is employed as a computational tool to enhance the efficiency of the 
time-consuming multiple model prediction. All the algorithms are designed for the 
application on the Beowulf cluster with a MPI parallel computing environment. They 
adopt the data decomposition strategy and perform well in the parallel environment. The 
3D SRMP algorithm splits the data at the input stage, while the 2D SRMP and MPTI 
decompose the data in the frequency domain.  
As the workload is equally distributed to the group of processors, the speed-up of 
computing is enormous. For example, the operation of 2D SRME on a 1000 shot gather 
data normally costs around 15-16 hours, and the running time is reduced to nearly two 
hours with the application of 8 processors on the cluster Piper for the parallel application. 
All approaches have been proved to be successful and produce almost linear enhancement 
of the efficiency.  
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Chapter 7  
Conclusions and perspectives 
 
7.1 Multiple attenuation on land seismic data 
The MPTI method has been simplified for applications in the post-stack and the 
CMP domains and proved to be effective in both approaches.  
In the post-stack domain, MPTI is simplified to a single trace multiple attenuation 
scheme which greatly accelerates the processing. However, the post-stack version seems 
to be oversimplified in most cases and therefore requires a more advanced adaptive 
subtraction. The pattern-based adaptive subtraction performs better than the conventional 
ones in the post-stack domain, especially in the area where multiples strongly interfere 
with primaries. It is robust as primary and multiple events in post-stack domain are less 
similar in shape than in pre-stack gathers. Its capability to separate overlapping primaries 
and multiples also improves the preciseness and efficiency of the MPTI application. 
The CMP domain MPTI approach, implemented on individual CMP gathers, works 
well for data with simple 2-D subsurface structures. It saves computing time by 
employing auto-convolution on a super CMP gather. However, it requires very dense 
offset sampling for input gathers to avoid aliases.  
Poor geometry and low S/N ratio severely affect the application of SMA 
methodologies for most land data. In the research, I successfully implement slant stack to 
tackle the irregular geometry and missing traces, and then propose a running-smooth filter 
to enhance the S/N ratio. This procedure relaxes the low-relief assumption made by 
conventional approaches on land data and works well on data with mild complex 
structures, although it blurs some steep dips. 
A dip-adaptive 3D threshold K-NN filter is proposed to deal with the data with 
complex structures. It first detects the dipping events via a dip-detection scheme based on 
the semblance and estimates the noise level with 3D EPS. It then combines the 3D 
threshold and K-NN filters to produce an optimized de-noising result. Compared with the 
running-smooth filter, it performs much better especially on extremely dipping events, 
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although the running-smooth filter can still produce satisfactory results for medium 
complex structures.  
In the future research, the running-smooth scheme deserves more attention as the 
similarity between spatially neighboring samples is an important characteristic of seismic 
data. For example, we can adopt the dip-detection scheme to reduce the distortion 
problems. We can also conduct further research regarding to the problems related to 
NMO corrections, such as accurate stacking velocities and the stretches at far offsets. 
Compared with the running-smooth approach, the K-NN one is more time-consuming, 
hence further improvements are needed to explore the possibility to enhance the 
efficiency. Moreover, a pre-stack application of the PEF in time domain is also worthy of 
further investigation.  
 
7.2 Improving adaptive subtraction in multiple attenuation 
Conventional SRMP schemes have difficulties in predicting accurate multiple 
model, as different order multiples have different properties (e.g. amplitudes and phases) 
due to the absorption rate and reflectivity. I propose to predict different order multiples 
separately so as to avoid the problem, instead of producing multiple models with both 
correct kinematics and accurate properties.  
The conventional adaptive subtraction, the Wiener filter, is a least-squares approach, 
which assumes minimum residual after the matching between the original input data and 
multiple model. The violation of the assumption usually leads to the removal of primary 
energy during the subtraction. The pattern-based approach was introduced to solve the 
problem by using PEF to remove the assumption. It is theoretically perfect, but not 
effective in many pre-stack datasets due to the similarity between primary and multiple 
events.  
I propose two schemes to tackle the problem. First, I adopt a non-linear masking 
filter to preserve a portion of primary energy from raw data before the adaptive 
subtraction. This not only helps the data to meet the minimum energy assumption, but 
also prevents the primary events from being mistakenly eliminated. Secondly, I 
implement an iterative EMCM with proper conservative parameters to preserve the 
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primaries. For example, a long window with a short matching filter works well in 
preserving the primaries in the iterative EMCM.  
In future research, I suggest more efforts be made in the new efficient modelling 
methods. The MPTI scheme can be employed to produce the separate multiple models in 
theory, and more tests are needed to put this into practice. Moreover, I propose a new 
scheme to subtract different order multiples in one go, which will improve both the 
efficiency and the accuracy. Last but not least, the multiple attenuation according to 
orders strategy can handle shallow-water datasets theoretically, but we still need proper 
datasets and more tests to prove it. 
 
7.3 3D Surface-related multiple prediction 
2D SRMP cannot handle 3D effects and therefore fails in predicting accurate 
multiple models in complex areas. 3D SRMP is hampered by the limited 3D acquisition 
where the data in crossline direction is sparse and lack of aperture. I apply the generalized 
Radon transform (GRT) to the crossline gathers which avoids the computationally 
expensive interpolations. 
I adopt the semblance-threshold trajectory-stacking to improve the GRT efficiency, 
which obtains sparseness in the model space with a reasonable resolution. I introduce 
another new approach, the energy spectrum, to help locate the apexes of the crossline 
events, which can be used to predict a relatively accurate 3D multiple model. The 
schemes are efficient and therefore can further improve the results by using denser 
coordinates in the model space.  
The trajectory-stacking GRT method is efficient, but it distorts the wavelet. The 
distortion prevents the method from wider applications such as interpolation and so on. 
Further research can be carried out on the wavelet protection.  
The energy spectrum method is straightforward and effective. It assumes that the 
apexes are always located at the point with the highest energy in the area. There may be 
some exceptions in practice, and therefore further research and tests are necessary to 
improve the scheme and make it robust. 
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Finally, the scheme has been tested only on one sailline. It can handle data with 
multiple sail lines, and the results will be further enhanced by involving more lines. This 
needs to be proved by further tests.  
   
7.4 Parallel computing in multiple attenuation 
I build up the parallel computing algorithms for time-consuming schemes such as 
3D SRMP. The codes are designed for the Beowulf cluster with a MPI environment. Two 
kinds of strategies are adopted according to the characteristics of the algorithms. In the 
first, the algorithms are paralleled in the frequency domain, while in the second, the 
parallelism is achieved at the data input and output stage. Although only a few MPI 
functions are adopted, the efficiency of the algorithms is improved dramatically. For 
future research, I will devote more efforts to the usage of MPI functions and adopt more 
MPI functions to further improve the parallel algorithms. 
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Appendix A 
Pattern-based multiple attenuation methods 
 
The pattern of primaries and multiples 
Non-stationary prediction error filter (PEF) is employed as the pattern for 
multiples and primaries in pattern-based multiple attenuation methods. The PEF mA  
for surface-related multiples can be calculated from the multiple model provided by 
SMA, while primary PEFs are more difficult to estimate. As a possible solution, Spitz 
(1999) suggested a deconvolution method 1−= mdp AAA  which calculates the primary 
PEF pA  from a data PEF dA and a multiple PEF mA . Guitton (2005) introduced a new 
method to obtain the primaries PEFs directly from the data and the multiple model. In 
the approach, the multiple PEFs are first convolved with the input raw data, 
dAu m=                              (A.1) 
where u  is the result of the convolution. The PEFs uA  for u  is then estimated by 
the definition of the PEF: 
uAu≈0 .                             (A.2) 
Equation (A.2) may be expressed as 
0≈=== dAAdAdAAuA mpdmuu ,                 (A.3) 
and thus pu AA = . As a consequence, primary PEFs is estimated by convolving the 
data with the multiple PEFs, with the assumption that primaries and multiples are 
uncorrelated.  
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Pattern-based primary prediction 
When the PEFs of primaries and multiples have been obtained, multiple 
attenuation can be performed based on the PEF results. The seismic data d  is 
combined by primaries and multiples, and can be represented by: 
mpd +=                              (A.4) 
where p  and m are the primaries and multiples respectively. By the definition of 
PEF, there are two equations: 
0mA ≈m ,                                  
0pA ≈p .                             (A.5) 
Guitton (2005) adopts these two equations as constraints to separate primaries from 
multiples as follows: 
0≈= mAr mm ,                                
0≈= pAr pp εε ,                          (A.6) 
Subject to mpd +=↔                            
The scalar ε  is related to the S/N ratio and can be estimated by trial. The final 
primaries can be produced by solving the least-squares problem, 
dMAAMAAMAAp 2 m
T
mp
T
pm
T
m
1)(ˆ −+= ε ,          (A.7) 
Where M is a masking operator. In practice, all computation is done in the time 
domain. 
 
Pattern-based adaptive subtraction 
The pattern-based adaptive subtraction strategy (Guo, 2003) was proposed to 
circumvent some of the limitations of adaptive subtraction. It employs pattern in the 
adaptive subtraction, and thus the matching filter can be formulated in frequency 
domain as 
0DMfA ≈− )(p .                        (A.8) 
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The least squares solution of the objective function is  
DAAMMAAMf p
T
p
T
p
T
p
T 1)(ˆ −= .                  (A.9) 
where M  is the matrix of multiple model produced by SMA, pA stands for the 
pattern of primaries and f  is the matrix of EMCM filters.   
The main obstacle for pattern-based approaches is the similarity between the 
primary and multiple events, but it is much easier to distinguish the multiples from the 
primaries in post-stack domain. Consequently, the pattern-based technique is more 
likely to be effective in this domain. 
I apply the pattern-based adaptive subtraction strategy to two synthetic datasets. 
As can be seen in Figure A.1a, the first synthetic dataset has three events, one flat 
event as the primary, and two dip events as multiples. In addition, some relatively 
strong random noises are added to the data. Figure A.1c shows that the conventional 
adaptive subtraction can eliminate the multiples fairly well but cannot preserve the 
energy of primaries. The pattern-based approach preserves the continuity of the 
primary event and produces relatively better subtraction result (Figures A.1d, e).  
The same test is implemented on another synthetic data, provided by Saudi 
Aramco, which has complex subsurface structures with strong multiples (Figure A.2a). 
Two approaches, the conventional adaptive subtraction and the pattern-based adaptive 
subtraction, are adopted to attenuate the multiples in the data. We can see that the 
result produced by conventional approach (Figures A.2b, c) is improved by the 
pattern-based one. The multiples are eliminated more thoroughly and the primaries 
relatively better preserved. 
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(a)                                  (b) 
    
            (c)                                 (d) 
Figure A.1 Pattern-based multiple attenuation on synthetic data in post-stack domain: 
(a) input synthetic data with multiples and strong random noises, (b) multiple model, 
multiple attenuation result using (c) adaptive subtraction, (d) pattern-based multiple 
adaptive subtraction. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
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(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure A.2 Pattern-based multiple attenuation on synthetic data in post-stack domain: 
(a) input synthetic data with multiples, multiple attenuation result using (b) adaptive 
subtraction, (c) pattern-based multiple adaptive subtraction and (d) multiple energy 
attenuated using pattern-based multiple adaptive subtraction. 
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Appendix B  
Non-linear filters for random noise attenuation 
 
3D Alpha-trimmed mean filter 
The 3D alpha-trimmed mean filter is a 3D extension of the conventional 2D 
scheme. In the 3D sliding window, all the t-x-y domain samples )( in qI  are put into a 
vector: 
t
Nnnn qIqIqIq ))(,),(),(()( 21 K=Ψ                    (B.1) 
where Ni ,,1 K=  are the indices of the samples and N is the number of samples in 
the 3D sliding window. The pixel values in the vector are then sorted in an ascending 
order: 
tN
S IIIq ),,,()(
)()2()1( K=Ψ ,                      (B.2) 
where )()2()1( NIII ≤≤≤ K . The output of the filter is then calculated as follows: 
⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤∑−
+=
=
NN
Ni
i
f IqI
α
αρ 1
)(1)(                           (B.3) 
where ⎡ ⎤NN αρ 2−= . The alpha-trimmed filter becomes a median filter in the 
special case 5.0=α and a mean filter in the case 0=α .  
 
The 3D threshold averaging filter 
In the 3D sliding window, ),,( tyxIn stands for the samples in the 3D t-x-y 
domain, and the 3D threshold averaging filter is defined as: 
∑∑∑
∑∑∑
−=−=−=
−=−=−== 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
),,(
),,(),,(
),,(
m
mlk
lk
m
mlknmlk
lk
f
tyxw
tyxItyxw
tyxI             (B.4) 
where kxxk += , lyyl +=  and mttm += , and the weight coefficient 
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),,( mlk tyxw is formulated as: 
⎩⎨
⎧ <−=
otherwise
tyxItyxIif
tyxw nnmlknmlk ,0
2),,(),,(,1
),,(
σ
.          (B.5) 
 
3D K-NN (Nearest neighbors) filter 
The 3D K-NN filter first sorts samples within the 3D sliding window according 
to their absolute differences with the central points, and then averages them after 
weighting. Similar to 3D alpha-trimmed mean filter, all the t-x-y domain samples 
)( in qI  in the 3D sliding window are put into a vector: 
t
Nnnn qIqIqIq ))(,),(),(()( 21 K=Ψ .                 (B.6) 
The vector is then sorted according to their absolute difference with ),,( tyxIn  in an 
ascending order: 
tN
S IIIq ),,,()(
)()2()1( K=Ψ ,                   (B.7) 
where ),,()1( tyxII =  is the central sample in the 3D window, and NiI i ,,2,)( K= , 
are such that )()1()()1( ji IIII −≤− , NNiij ,1,,1, −+= K . Finally, the output value 
of the filter is computed as follows: 
∑
=
=Ψ=
N
i
i
iSf IqtyxI
1
)(1/)(),,( ωγγ
Tw ，             (B.8) 
where the vector TN ),,,( 21 ωωω K=w consists of weight coefficients. 
Note that the filter reduces to simple averaging on the 3D window for NM = , 
while for 1=M , no filtering is performed.  
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Appendix C 
Sobel operator 
 
The Sobel operator is widely adopted in image processing algorithms, especially 
for edge detections. It is a discrete differentiation operator which calculates the 
gradients of the image intensity. In practice, the operator contains two 33×  kernels 
xG and yG  to approximate the derivatives – one for horizontal changes and one for 
vertical. It can be formulated as: 
AGx ∗
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
−+
−+
−+
=
101
202
101
                      (C.1) 
AG ∗
⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
−−−
+++
=
121
000
121
y                       (C.2) 
where A is the source image and * stands for the convolution. 
The x-coordinate and y-coordinate are defined as increase in the “right” and 
“down” direction respectively. The results may be combined to produce the gradient 
magnitude for each point of the image, with the equation as follow: 
2
y
2
x GGG +=                           (C.3) 
Although the Sobel operator is an inaccurate approximation of the image 
gradient, it is sufficient in many applications. 
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Appendix D 
Seismic data introduction 
 
A number of seismic datasets, including synthetic, land and marine, are used to 
demonstrate the effects of the schemes developed in this thesis. In this section, I 
briefly introduce the datasets with the geometry information, the characteristics of the 
multiples and the main challenges to remove them.  
 
D.1 Synthetic data 
Pluto syntheic 
Pluto synthetic is a synthetic seismic dataset generated by the SMAART 
consortium for the testing of multiple attenuation strategies (Figure 2.9a). The dataset 
has 3785 shot gathers, and each shot gather has 120 receivers. The shot interval is 75 
feet and the group interval is 37.5 feet. The near offset is 375 feet. There are 1250 
samples in each trace and the time sample is 8ms.  
The synthetic dataset models the complex geological structures common in 
Mexico Gulf where strong water-bottom multiples can be found. The major 
challenges for the multiple attenuation are the severe overlap of primary and multiple 
events and the extremely steep dips. In addition, relatively weak second and higher 
order multiples still exist apart from the strong first order water-bottom multiples.  
 
Aramco synthetic 
The Aramco synthetic is another synthetic dataset that models the land seismic 
data. Built based on the 2D velocity model in Figure D.1, the data has regular 
geometry with the same shot and group intervals (40m). It has a 6s long record with a 
4ms sampling rate, and has 600 shot gathers with 150 traces in each gather. The stack 
profile of the dataset is shown in Figure A.2a. The data has a complex multiple 
distribution with multiple events overlapped with or close to the primary events. 
Moreover, a steep fracture laying in the middle of the data produces even steeper 
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multiple events. 
 
Figure D.1 The2D velocity model of Aramco-synthetic dataset.  
 
D.2 Land seismic data 
Aramco land1, 2 
Both of the land datasets are from the Middle East (Figure 2.10a, 2.15a), and 
they are from the same line with 3800 CMP gathers. The geological structures of the 
first 800 gathers are almost flat (Figure 2.10a) while the rest contains several dips 
(Figure 2.15a). The datasets are regularized and interpolated to a regular geometry 
with the same shot and group intervals (20m), and both contain some very strong 
surface-related multiples. They are then re-sampled from the original 2ms to 4ms. 
Due to the similarity between the multiples and primaries, the main challenge for the 
case is to preserve the primary energy during the multiple attenuation. 
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D.3 Marine seismic data 
CNOOC_Marine_1  
Figure 1.4a (or Figure 2.2) indicates the stack profile of a marine data from 
CNOOC, China. The dataset is acquired on the continental shelf of China and 
contains some considerably strong multiples covering some flat structures. As the 
primary energy underneath the multiples is weak, the challenge is to preserve the 
primary events while striving to neatly suppress the multiples.  
The dead traces are zeroed and then interpolated in the pre-processing stage. The 
raw data consist of 301 shot gathers with the same shot and group intervals (25m), 
and each shot gather contains 101 traces. Altogether there are 3001 samples in one 
trace with a 2 ms sampling rate. I did not re-sample the traces due to the small data 
volume (30401 traces).  
 
CNOOC_Marine_2 
Another dataset (Figure 3.6a) is acquired in a deep-water area in China. 
Although mixed different order multiples covering the primaries do exist, the main 
challenge lies in unconformable layers at around 900 ms where very strong seismic 
signals are generated. Closely below the first order water-bottom multiples, the layers 
can cause severe aliases during the adaptive subtraction. 
The raw data consists of 1001 shot gathers with a 25m shot interval and 12.5 
group interval. The direct arrivals have been removed in the pre-processing, and then 
some dead shots and traces interpolated. FX Interpolation is adapted later to 
interpolate one shot between the neighboring two ones. In total, there are 875 samples 
in one trace with a 4 ms sampling rate.  
 
TGS_Marine 
Figure 3.7a shows the data acquired in the North Sea by TGS, in which we may 
find extremely strong multiples up to five orders. The major challenge for multiple 
attenuation is the relatively short period multiples in certain area, and meanwhile, the 
recovery of the primary events underneath the strong first order multiples is also a 
 162
tough issue to deal with.  
After the pre-processing, the dataset consists of 1677 regularized shot gathers 
with same shot and group intervals as 25m. I choose 100 traces out of the original 240 
in each shot gather to improve the efficiency. The near offset is 135m and each trace 
contains 1001 samples with a 4ms sampling interval. 
 
Total_Marine3D 
The TOTAL 3D marine dataset is one sail-line acquisition in the North Sea area 
with one source and 8 streamers. Figure 4.13a and Figure 4.14a show the stack 
profiles of two streamers (No.4 and No.5). The dataset is employed to include the 3D 
effects in the multiple prediction and subtraction. The main challenge here is the 
shallow water which leads to the rather short period of water-bottom multiples. 
The data contains 300 shots and each streamer has 240 receivers. The source is 
located between the No.4 and No.5 streamers (25m to No.5 and 75m to No.4) and the 
distance between neighboring streamers is 100m. The near offset is 225m and 
altogether 1001 samples exist in one trace with a 4ms time-interval. 
